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Students Arrested After Reckless Driving Spree
Safety and Hartford Police followed the
course of action closely. Upon arrival at
News Editor
the Anadama parking lot, the Campus
Safety officer discovered two eyewitThe incident began when Campus nesses who were able to describe a black
Safety received an anonymous report of Jeep Cherokee. The driver of the car had
a hit.and run accident in the Anadama hit a parked car and driven the wrong
parking lot. It ended with the arrest of way out Crescent Street, heading to New
Britain Avenue.
two students.
Benjamin Kleiner, '03, was arrested for
When the report was made, a second
evading responsibility and property campus safety officer, Juan Ramos, obdamage.
served a damaged Jeep, matching the
David Mattei, '03 will be charged with description, turning on to Summit Street
the same, as well as attempted second- from New Britain. Ramos signaled for
the car to pull over, and the driver
degree assault and reckless driving.
In between these two events, Campus obliged. As Ramos approached the car,
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

the driver put the car into reverse and
began driving towards him. Ramos
managed to scramble out of the way of
the vehicle, spraining his knee in the attempt. Meanwhile, thejeep crashed into
second parked car along Summit Street,
put the car into gear, and drove off down
towards Vernon Street
In the midst of the flight, thejeep hit
a curb and flipped. Rolling a full 360
degrees, the Jeep righted itself, managing to land on its wheels, and accelerated
down Summit, sideswiping a third car in
the process.
Campus Safety then contacted Hartsee DEBRIS on page eight

The black Jeep Cherokee
owned by Benjamin Kleiner '03

Tutorial Evicts Four
After Keg Party
First Test of Tutorial College Honor Code
fa

BY ANDREW SCHURR

News Writer
The Tutorial College Honor
Code faced its first major test
last week after Campus Safety
discovered a keg in a Summit

The power brokers walk with students Friday morning. (I to r) Eddie
Perez, John Rowland, Evan Dobelle, and Kevin Sullivan.

HANNAH GANT

Tr ini ty Honors Row!and I n
Learning Corridor Ceremony
BY D A N BERMAN

News Editor

With construction complete
and classes in session at the
Learning Corridor, Trinity took
time last Friday morning to
honor the man who footed a
large part of the bill.
Connecticut Governor John
Rowland was presented with
the Trinity College President's
Medal for his service, devotion,
and most importantly, helping
to ensure $94 million in state
funds for the ambitious project.
Trinity President Evan
Dobelle introduced Rowland as
"someone whose leadership has
been quiet, consistent, unequivocal, and exemplary.
Someone whose enthusiasm for
and involvement with the
Learning Corridor began at the
earliest stages of the project and
has continued throughout.
"We honor him as a leader
who cares about this states's
cites and their neighborhoods; a
leader who knows that without
good schools the children of
this great state will not realize
their full and enormous potential," said Dobelle.
Governor Rowland accepted
the award in good humor, making reference to the $94 million

state contribution and the failed joked Rowland, who spearattempt to lure the New En- headed the $300+ million
gland Patriots to Hartford two Adrien's Landing project in Deyears ago.
cember 1998.
However, that was the only
"This $94 million was certainly a lot easier to spend than reference to past failures.
on a professional football team," see ROWLAND on page nine

housing in Summit East and
are disqualified from the Tutorial College program. This
means that they will lose 3.0
credits for this semester.
However, the students will be
allowed to stay on campus,
moving to Smith, the school's
substance-free dorm. Additionally, the students will not
face academic probation for
their deficit of credits this semester.
Elliott Welburn '03, a member of the Honor Council, said
that the council's decision came
about after an exhaustive discussion of possible alternatives.
"We obviously didn't want to
be too heavy-handed, and we
obviously didn't want to let the
students off free." Welburn also
notes that, although unprecedented, the proposed punishment is "in a way... almost
actually a harsher punishment."
Tutorial College Director Richard Lee refused to speak to
the Tripod about the situation.
This incident is the first trial
for a system that is already un-

der fire: the Tutorial College's
Honor Code has been controversial since it's inception. Although many faculty and
students see it as being innovative and high-minded, many in
the general student body see it
as being an affront to those not
"special" enough tube in theTu> 4«B>»iftl ©aBegepfografli One student, who wished to remain
nameless, noted bitterly that
"the existence of [the Tutorial
College] promotes a sort of hierarchy among the students
that is overly competitive,
" rather than.being an equal system."
Additionally, many students
perceive that their peers in the
Tutorial College are not subject
to the same restrictions as the
rest of Trinity.
With this incident, the Honor
Code received a test that resonated throughout the entire
campus. Generally, students
busted for alcohol infractions—
or parties in their dorm rooms—
merely provide amusement for
the unlucky students' neighbors (and generate headaches
for the Office of Residential
Life). However, possession of a
common source of alcohol almost always carries with it the
most severe ramifications for
the students responsible as well
as the college as a whole.
The Trinity College Student
Handbook clearly states: "If a
see TUTORIAL on page six
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At this fall's meeting of the Trustees last Saturday, the board unanimously passed a motion charging the administration to develop a master plan for student life. This clearly
represents a step in the right direction and is in keeping with President Dobelle's promise
to shift Trinity's focus t o w a r d s i t s s t u d e M needs.
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The headline of the last issue of the Tripod (October 3,
2000) was irresponsible and
a poor attempt at sensationalism.
The headline was a gross
misrepresentation of the facts
of what took place involving
the impeachment of Ward
MacDonald. The Student
Government Association
held an impeachment trial
that lasted close to three
hours on October 2.
During this meeting the
SGA held a twenty-minute
closed session. The rest of the
meeting was open to the public. Under the SGA Constitution, the SGA is governed by
Roberts Rules of order in all
things not specified in its
Constitution.
In the SGA Constitution,

sion at almost every meeting to
discuss issues of a sensitive nature.
On issues as important and as
sensitive as impeachment, why
shouldn't our SGA have the
same right- the right of any jury
in any trial in the United States,
to deliberate in private?
The fact that ConnPIRG was
mentioned in the article as the
only organization to have accused Mr. MacDonald of making threatening comments
ignored the facts that were
stated in the SGA impeachment
articles. The Tripod as well as
TCAC were mentioned as having been threatened. To place all •
of the responsibility for such
serious
allegations
on
ConnPIRG was biased and unfair and another distortion of
the facts surrounding this case.
The SGA will review and refine the process for impeach-

"Members of Steering Board felt that it was
important for the SGA to have an opportunity
to briefly discuss the case behind closed doors.
The chair had the right to set the rules."

Lara Harisay '03

Putting Students First
•v:

SecausebToWefforts'm
Girls Club to affordable housing. Trinity is nationally known for its innovation and boldness. Moreover, our standards for admissions have climbed upwards to levels unimaginable a decade ago. Surely if we can do alLthis, we will be able to tackle the vexing questions
surrounding the residential and social life of the college.
As mentioned in Dobelle's message to the campus, the Student Life Task Force has compiled the necessary data; now it is time to put forth ideas. If this master plan is to be successful, there must be more than lip service paid to students'voices.
The values outlined by the Trustees represent those which everyone can support: "a culture of leadership," "diversity," "intense personal and group commitment to learning," "a
vibrant, inclusive social environment." Their implementation will be far more challenging and require thinking "outside of the box."
One dismaying trend - not only at Trinity but everywhere in America - is the overarching
attitude that legal liability should determine policy. Rather than considering the utilitarian principle of the greatest good for the greatest number, lawyers with no expertise in
student life are called upon to set policy. If we are to be successful in forging a daring master plan, Trinity must transcend the litigious society and formulate a community of free
and responsible adults, committed to the goals of learning and development.
With independence, however, comes accountability. This week's issue reports that the
Tutorial College was able to maintain discipline in its own ranks, while another story details grossly irresponsible behavior. Our standards of excellence as a community must be
commensurate with our standards as an institution, and we should riot hesitate to uphold
them.
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there are no rules for an impeachment trial. Therefore,
d ^
l
f
ffld
the chairman has the right to
set the rules.
No pledge to keep the
meeting open was broken by.
Russell Fugett or Trude
Goodman, SGA Communications Committee Chair.
The meeting was kept open
to the public. Members of
Steering Board felt that it
was important for the SGA
to have an opportunity to
briefly discuss the case behind closed doors. The chair
had the right to set the rules
and did so.
The United States Senate
held multiple closed sessions
during the recent impeachment trial of President
Clinton, Indeed our own Board
of Trustee's holds closed ses-

ment over the course of this
year. Unfortunately, we did hot
have much to go ,oxi. The last
impeachment hearings took
place over six years ago and did
not lead to removal.
SGA has an obligation to the
student body. One of the most
important obligations SGA is to
fund over 70 student organizations that require budgets
through the Student Activities
Fund. Given the almost quarter
of a million-dollar budget debt
of last year, SGA was not going
to allow the budget process to
again fall into shambles.
The SGA acted reasonably
and responsibly at a time of
stress and turmoil. For that, the
members of SGA deserve to be
commended.
J. Russell Fugett '01
SGA President

.••••'

The administration has stated that planning should be well underway by Christmas,
and that a draft of the master plan will be ready to present to the Trustees at the end of the
year. Throughout this process the student body must be kept abreast of planning and proposals, and, in keeping with the ideal of student democracy, our SG A representatives should
report and vote on the final product well in advance of its presentation to the board. Finally, we should consider immediate minor policy changes even as we develop the broad
overarching blueprint for student life.
.... .
.. .
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Though Trinity Days did not allow for as long a European trip
as we'd have liked, Pillow Talk is glad to be back, with a Campus
Safety Witch Hunt, a series of car thefts, and an empty Party Barn
it seems that things haven't changed a bit.

No Phone Service for South w T o t 0 P il a11 o f f . t h e phone
Campus
^still-rang, you just couldn't
hear the person on the other
end!

Campus Safety's tear along w "Clear Out Guys"; "There's no
Vernon Street on S a t u r d a y ^ Party Here"—Sure.
Night

;•••.-.
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Campus Partying down; W
auto theft up
w

Trinity Days

"hmmrnmmm"

At least the weather was nice!
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Trinity as Seen through the Eyes of Your Typical
All American, Upper-Middle Class Student
dorm parties are because they
are unregulated. This surprised
me because the ratio of dead
students to dorm parties is
(Note to the ignorant: I recog-rather low
nize your inability to read be- The bottom line really is that
tween the lines. So may 1 take there are many outlets for stuthis opportunity to inform you dents to have a good time. So
this is satire.)
what if TCAC can only put toI would like to take a moment gether a decent party every two
of the student body's time to months?
address a few issues that I am Many students have found a
gravely unconcerned with. much better hobby that inThey are as follows: the Trinity volves sitting on the steps of the
social scene, the administra- party barn and chilling with
tion, multicultural affairs and the hot dog guy.
EROS, and last (and certainly
Moving on, let's talk about the
least), the presidential election. administration. Everyone
First, is there anything wrong knows that the administration
with the Trinity social scene? can be grossly unjust. In fact, it
BY MICAH COGEN

Opinions Editor

As long as you stay content with who and
what you are, 1 will continue to tell you
each week exactly who and what you are.
The truth is that the best of us
really have no problem getting
into the Frats, and good
amounts of students enjoy
throwing dorrn parties. Honestly, either way we achieve our
goal. We get wrecked by the end
of the night. In fact, I read an
article a number of weeks ago
in the Tripod (which I do not
make a habit of doing) that
talked about how dangerous

even violates the U.S. Constitution by having cut a deal with
the Hartford Police so that
whatever happens off campus
is reported to the school. But on
the other hand, what are we going to do? Write letters? Protest?
I am too busy during my 6-10
hours of studying a week and
nightly beer-pong to find any
time to act.
So let the administration do

its thing and I'll do mine. Anyway, in a matter of five years,
my daddy will find a job for me
so that 1 am making triple
the salary of any administrator at Trinity.
This isn't apathy: it is
knowing my own place.
Now lets be honest, in
today's world if you are not
openly for affirmative action or homosexuals, you're
a bigot. Listen, 1 am as liberal as the next guy is and 1
will adamantly show my
support for these people,
but isn't enough, enough?
Must EROS vandalize
our sidewalks with messages so offensive that they
actually leave me feeling
queasy? 1 don't care who
you are as much as you
shouldn't care what I think you
are. We have let these people
into our academic world with
as open of arms as we can
without having to touch them.
Nevertheless, how far does our
support really have to go?
In addition, 1 have recently
heard talk that the AfricanAmerican members of our student body come from too-rich
homes and do not then bring
enough diversity to the school.
Personally, 1 find this mindless
banter racist.
I support any yuppie, regardless of race or religion (as

Gore refuses to show to the
whole world his disdain for the
current President of the United
States, my feeling
is that he must be
just as immoral as
Bill Clinton. I
would never vote
for a man who got
a BJ and that is
exactly why I
never vote.
The bottom
line is the only
candidate that really represents
me is Mr. Green
himself.
So, if I'm not
too hung over on
the 7Ihl might just
help this great
man pull of 1% of
stand by that as vehemently as the vote. By the way, could
I stand by the good northern someone please wake me up on
th
Judeo-Christian morals that my November 8 and tell me which
clown will determine my fuparents have instilled.
Turning to less pressing is- ture?
sues, let's talk politics for a secHey, if you do not like my
ond. As I said, I am a liberal and opinions, too damn bad. The
as a liberal I make it a point not bottom line is that 1 am not the
to vote! Come on, neither candi- Other Voice. 1 am the voice of
date really represents me. Hon- Trinity College. As long as you
estly, I do not need the tax break stay content with who and
Governor Bush is offering be- what you are, 1 will continue to
cause the extra pocket money tell you each week exactly who
really does not make too much and what you are.
of a difference. So fine—give it
Want to challenge me? Go
to some welfare mom!
ahead. But come on, we're too
On the democratic side, if Al apathetic for that!
long as you are not a fanatic),
creed or sexual preference, (as
long as you are not a fag). And 1

The Spin, The Fluff, And Trimtyis Alcohol Policy
The Incredible Web ofConfusion and Contradiction
The "crackdown" on drinking this fall has come as an unwelcome addition to evening
affairs and incited vocal resis-

many states followed suit with
alcohol policy.
When a series of studies revealed that traffic accidents
seemed to be rising as the
"""""" drinking age was falling,
citizen advocacy groups
began to put pressure on
Insights & Affairs
the federal government
to mandate a resumption of the 21 drinking
tance among many a late- age. The Federal Government
night partygoer. Campus eventually caved in and passed
Safety has made its presence the Uniform Drinking Age Act
considerably more conspicu- in 1984, which reduced Federal
ous at both school sponsored highway funding
to states failing to
parties and Late Night.
Like the bitter guy who legislate a 21
never got invited to your party drinking age. Aland calls the cops out of spite, ternately similar
they are ready and willing to to mafia arrangebreak up late night gatherings, ment, so long as
"no questions asked," thank they fell in line
you very much. In a surprising with the federal
gover n m e n t ,
display of enforcement, officers
states were "proare showing up earlier, taking
tected."
less flack, and playing the role
Though the
of tough enforcers. RAs are
"Writing Up" more often, and booze-noose has
open containers are being been tightened
poured out with increasing fre- rather consistently over the
quency.
When in December 1933 the past five years,
21st amendment repealed the Trinity has yet to
18th amendment, and this • declare itself a
country's experiment with "Dry Campus."
prohibition came to an end, Unfortunately,
states were granted jurisdic- though, efforts to
tion in mandating alcohol find a consensus on the issue of
policy. For many years the alcohol and the debates over
drinking age remained 21. In a policy have made an alcohoL
post-Vietnam surge of popu- policy that consists of a vague,
lism that amounted to a reap- contradictory, and beguiling
series of repititions impossible
praisal of America's youth the
to follow and frustratingly futh
26 amendment brought the
tile. This fact is most obvious
voting age down to 18 and

J. Ashe Reardon

when considering fraternities.
One student recounted to me
an attempt to register their fraternity for Late Night. They
made three trips to Campus
Safety and after being told to go
to the football field to find the
person in charge, they were
given completely contradictory
information on questions ranging from when it would end to
whether or not it was even possible to register for Late Night at
all. What's more, when Campus
Safety came to break up Late

Night, they claimed that this
person had not even bothered to
register.
There is a simple reason for
the vagueness in policy. By not
setting down any hard and fast
rules Campus Safety can basically hold free reign over who,

and until what hour, students
will party. This is not the answer. If not in a fraternity or at
the Party Barn, students are just
going to party someplace else.

drink, whether or not he or she
really is becomes woefully irrelevant.
This becomes all the more
significant at college where

Trinity's alcohol policy consists of a vague,
contradictory, and beguiling series of
statements that are impossible to follow.
Indeed, many students do want
to comply wi th regulations, but,
they find out that there really
are no regulations to
speak of.
This taboo-ization
of alcohol is at the
root of many of the alcohol problems in the
United States. From
our youth alcohol is
labeled a drug: that
shameful substance
which turns good
people into bad ones,
prohibited from minors for reasons often
illusory and hollow, a
discredit to the notion
of sound judgment.
By all accounts demonizing alcohol
does more harm than
good. In allowing
something so arbitrary as age determine whether or not one is
"ready" to drink, education
takes a back seat to scare tactics
in an effort to enforce the law.
Indeed the age of 21 is given a
false significance. Because it is
assumed that by the time someone is 21 they are "prepared" to

many students are thrown into
an atmosphere of drinking with
little or no understanding of alcohol as anything but a tool for
getting wasted. It is not surprising that studies have shown
that students are likely to drink
less in their last two years of college than in their first two. Like
Adam's temptation of the forbidden fruit, efforts to curb underage drinking actually help
to encourage it.
The administration would
be wise to carve out a policy that
emphasizes students' responsibility when it comes to drinking. Instead of flip-flopping
rules, a set of fair guidelines
should be worked out that can
serve all interests involved—and
most importantly the safety of
students.
We've got to be smart about
this. If as students we can be responsible party goers, perhaps
taking into consideration how
loud we are, and how messed up
we are getting; and if the administration can make the effort to
work with students interested in
discourse, thenwe can come to
respect alcohol in more ways
than one.
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Why Cod Doesn'tStand A Chance LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Against the RedHot Chili Peppers Taking A Step Back
This week I would like to the significance, meaning or aestime to explain to the student's thetic worth; His body is His
of Trinity College why I believe temple.
Anthony Kiedis of the Red Hot
Anthony Kiedis is the real
Chili Peppers is the next mes- deal; he has the savior, rock^ ^ s t a r , tattooed, ex-drug
addict, funky, homoerotic persona rolled
into one.
Dimitri Speaks
Who else would you
choose as savior? It is
siah. Jesus can't even hold a pretty damn evident Jesus is
slacking on the job as an
candle to this cat.
Did Jesus, Allah, or even American role model and upBuddha ever rock a mo-hawk standing citizen. He went on a
to the M.T.V. music awards? Ex- two thousand year hiatus,
heroin addict turned glam promised to return and didn't.
pop-punk star. In his brutally .. leaving the whole gaping
truthful words, "Social grace is mass population waiting, widowed and pissed.
a waste of time."
The Anthony Kiedis IconogBuddha? Not a good choice.
raphy (copyright 2000) is so He is way too obese to fit our
much more catchy, avant- culture built on fashion, image,
garde and directed to a younger and anorexia. And everyone
pop secular culture than the knows, that Allah is just not a
old school crucifix or praying fun guy to be around.

Christian Sorace

economic systems and governmental systems, America infiltrates with its own democratic
capitalist propaganda. For example: America becomes
stricter with the cigarette industry, and what is Marlboro
doing now? Building new
graveyards and billboards in
China. Does anyone here complain? Protest? Or even give a
damn? Really now.
I am sitting here eating my
Big Mac while underpaid construction workers are erecting
Golden Arches in some of the
most beautiful aesthetic places
in European cities, from Rome
to Paris and the far East.
I know a Big Mac is fattening
but I ran a couple of miles earlier today in my brand new
Nikes hot off the hands of a
thirteen year-old working an inhumanely possible amount of
hours, in a sweatshop ... in a far

It is pretty damn evident Jesus is slacking on the job as an American
role model and upstanding citizen. He went on a two thousand year
hiatus, promised to return and didn't . .. leaving the whole gaping
mass population waiting, widowed and pissed.
hands.
For example, the Rolling
Stones Cover of the RHCP with
socks covering their genitals,
reprinted, glossy and matted is
sure to outsell risible anyday^
Drugs, sex and rock roll:. '.•'. and
capitalism and religion (to officially complete the equation for
a healthy American star system).
The stigmata have no pull
any longer in pop culture either.
Wounds, scars and teen angst
died with Kurt Cobain in the
early nineties.
Tattoos, however, which
cover Anthony Kiedis from
head to toe, are definitely one
of the latest, hottest trends.
But His go beyond tacky
flash-art with no personal

The Red Hot Chili Peppers
take Christian theology, however, to a deeper, more philosophical
level.
Egalitarianism? Brotherly
Lpye:? Gospel? Those are
yesterday's headlines.
Every messiah needs a solid
base of disciples. Need I say
more than Flea, John
Frusciante, Chad Smith and a
million screaming fans that
rock every major arena in every great city our great nation
is founded upon?
I am well aware that 1 am taking a very Western slant on everything, but honestly, who
doesn't? America is the pinnacle of imperialism and no
one seems to care for the millions of third world ecosystems,

off land.
So who cares if I replace Jesus
Christ with Anthony Kiedis?
No one gives a damn about our
backward authoritarian administration, here, at Trinity
College; tensions and religious
persecution in the Middle East;
our presidential election and
who is going to control our
daily affairs; so, does it really
matter, who our savior is?
The moral of-today's story
boys and girls is: pick a savior.
Someone! Anyone to believe in!
George Foreman? Bob Ross?
Derek Jeter? or maybe
Robespierre if you are feeling
frisky.
Butjbr the love of God, at least
take the time to understand
why.

The Weekly Diatribe

'What itHas All Come Down to at Camp Trin. Trin. "

A reflective view of Trinity College as
seen by a recent Trinity Alumnus
were getting all the girls from
Smith and Wellesley.
Maybe Trinity even had a
small crush on Williams, a notion that was very taboo back
Now that 1 have graduated then.
What little research I have
and can look back on it, it is
painfully obvious; Trinity has done reveals that building was
ADD. You might scoff at such a halted at the same time of the
notion, believing it is ridiculous depression our whole nation
for an institution to have this went through, which would
disorder, but 1 ask you, my dear perhaps give us a better underreader, to bear with me and read standing - have you ever tried to
build a quadrangle in a country
on.
Four years ago...no, it was five, where everything is depressed?
actually ...I visited Trinity and In the days before antidepresthought to myself, "what a sant medication? Fortunately, I
crazy, odd, wonderful place!" have not but I can guess that it
Here, people really knew how to would be no fun.
Whatever the reasons,
start things and then just plain
Trinity's original "Master Plan"
leave them undone.
In the admissions office, I was was left undone. All of the arshown an artist's drawing of our chitects, masons, and other
school as originally planned: a people involved in the project
fantastic dream by architect are long gone - let us just say
William Burges with intricate that the deadline had come and
Gothic arches, grand spiraling passed without total work
towers, and the occasional won- completion, as so frequently
drous fountain dotted here and seems to happen. Perhaps the
workers spent too much time
there, just for fun.
It was an idea that would lit- playing frisbee and tanning on
erally have cast Oxford, in all of the lawn. But just leave it to good
its proper English glory, into a ol' resilient, ever optimistic Trinbout of humiliating shame. Per- ity to pull itself up by the boothaps even into clinically diag- straps, wipe the dirt off its
BY W. FISHWICK
MACLAEN
Trinity Alumnus '00

"Don't get me wrong, because the Trinity's
chapel is one of the most beautiful buildings,
but as far as the location goes, they really
should have come up with a better plan!"
nosed depression, but that is for
another story. Let us carry on!
The plan was ridiculously grandiose, but because it was indeed
possible to theoretically carry it
out to completion, it was (and
still remains) a very good plan.
Of course, as I have found,
schools with ADD always start
out with a good plan. And they
even commence with proper
execution!
When I stepped out of the
admissions office and onto the
Long Walk for the first time, I
was able to see that the school
had worked hard in its early
days to get this thing off the
ground.
Here was an entire wall of
one of the originally planned
quads, complete with sinister
arches, beautiful windows,
twisted gargoyles, miniature
spires, mysterious plaques over
the wooden doors, and it was all
anchored by a majestic tower
centered over the middle of the
bucolic quad. On the parts that
were completed, our dear old
school had done one heck of a
real good job!
But apparently, in the midst
of its expansion, Trinity became
distracted and lost sight of completing even the single quad, not
to mention William Burges entire plan.
Perhaps Trinity had become
preoccupied with the fear of
getting beaten up by Wesleyan
(in baseball), or maybe, as it was
an all male school back then,
Trinity had become dejected by
the fact that the Williams guys

Wiggins and begin again.
Perhaps disheartened by its
original plan of attack, Trinity
instead spent all of its efforts
this time not on planning but
rather on completing - completing the rather stunning
Mather chapel.
Now don't get me wrong,
because if you ask me
Trinity's chapel is one of the
most beautiful buildings in
all of America, but as far as
the location goes, they really
should have come up with a
better plan!
Apparently, it took a
Herculean effort of will to
get this building done. Apparently, not only did they
run out of money, twice, but
Cleo also kept stealing the
Chapel's crosses in order to
hang them up oh their walls
upside-down.
Yet Trinity was doggedly determined to prove that it could
get things done, and therefore
we have our own glorious
chapel that is the envy of all liberal arts colleges and Episcopalian diocese across the land.
Too bad it's in the exact
wrong place, as it prevents any
possible completion of William
Burges original Master Plan!
Yes, this hodgepodge of glorious, half abandoned architecture lets us know that we are,
indeed, in the very heart of ADD
land. All around we see can the
products of Trinity's talented
but remarkably unquiet mind.
See GOT ADD on page 5
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Why Increased Candidate Involvement Is a Good
Coal for Student Government Association
BY DAVID ALEXANDER

Opinions Writer

As a sophomore elected as an SGA
Senator at-large in the spring of 2000,1
have had the opportunity to view the
election process from a unique perspective. As an election cochairman I helped
lead this fall election process from beginning to end. Therefore, I believe that
I learned a great deal from this election
that should be shared with the Trinitycommunity.
The spring election of 1999 produced
the most votes in recent memory. Although I did not have the honor of attending Trinity at this time I have heard
a great deal about this election. If upperclassmen may recall that this election
pitted Patrick Gavin '00 against Russell
Fugett '01 in the race for SGA President.
Competition between the two was
fierce, and because of that, the student
body had a great deal of interest in the
race. Advertising was not necessary because the candidates themselves were
promoting both themselves and the
election.
Less than two years later, Student
Government held its fall 2000 election.
This was the time for aspiring freshman
leaders to claim their stake at a SGA Senate position or become a class officer.
Veteran upperclassmen were seeking reelection while contending with a few
newcomers who desired to get involved.
I saw for myself little competition in
this election. Many positions went unopposed. 1 am not attempting to criticize
this by any means. In order to increase
voter turnout, we must encourage more
students to run for positions within the
SGA.
I clearly remember working the voting polls this year. Members of my own
sophomore class would come to the poll
and see that each position that was contested for their class was unopposed.
After seeing this, many sophomores decided not to vote because the election
was already decided.
We need to encourage more candi-

dates to run for office. At the same time,
we need to move beyond this and also
encourage students to actively campaign. Candidates, need to campaign actively for a positions on all levels. This is
how issues and solutions reach the arena
of public opinion, and that cultivates the
later development of policy.
How will we accomplish this? To be

bers of our Trinity community. SGA
wants to represent all student interests
and inspire everyone to get involve for
the betterment of Trinity. Thus, there
was no better way to kick this off than
having a energetic election with active
student participation.
Subsequently, we went to work: posters were made, mailboxes were stuffed,

If we are to increase voter turnout and bring a spirit of
participation to this campus, we need to encourage more
students to run for SGA and Class Officer positions
honest, I don't really know. But we can
start by moving all elections to the
spring. The only exception to this would
obviously be freshman elections. In every other school that 1 have seen, this is
how the schedule goes. This would place
the Presidential and other executive elections with the senate and Class Officer
contests. Interest increases with presidential elections at most schools and
having them all together will just magnify everything. Also it will allow SGA
to form a large core group to plan a
schedule of events before Summer Break.
When these leaders arrive back on campus SGA and class officers can begin to
immediately implement their respective
governing bodies.
This concept of having elections primarily in the spring is not the sole answer toour problem. Many factors need
to be considered and solved so that we
can maximize voter participation on
campus. This is a start.
My position as election cochair was
primarily established to spark more
voter participation. Clearly, the past few
election cycles have produced lack luster turnout, and the SGA wanted to
change this as best it could. In fact, this
was one of the issues that SGA put on its
agenda during our Spring Retreat This
is the case because a healthy election
coincides with the SGA's tag-line this
year: "Putting The Student Back In Student Government."
As an organization SGA wants to extend further in the lives of all the mem-

Trinity College Has ADD
Princetons campus to find the right anContinued from Page 4
The clashing architectures, the eerily swer to the student-housing problem.
soothing, ever-present, continuously And what 20 year old Potentate of
fading and crescendoing cacophony of Philadelphia or Sultan of Stamford
crows in the background, the stately wouldn't want to live in such a luxurielms, the low-drone sounds of the ous dorm? I'm sure that this complex
lawnmower and of the thwacking heli- alone will swell Trinity's application
copters overhead, the towering spires, rolls by at least 200 kids a year.
I mean, it's that amazing. The nicest
and the occasional howl of a wild Hartford dog reminds us of the constant dis- new building since the Chapel, hands
down. Too bad it looks like some gigancord that envelops this ancient place.
It's no wonder that nobody can ever tic 3 year old just stuck it in any old
get anything done! We come here per- place he could find in the ground, but
fectly rational, linear people and leave in its own odd way this actually makes
with our thoughts here, there, every- it seem as though it fits right in to
Trinity's quirky ADD realm.
where, goneIn summation, Trinity is a wonderIt is rumored that Elton and Jones were
supposed to be temporary buildings - fully eclectic place that leaves lots of
military style housing put up quickly to room for wacky experimentation. And
be torn down quickly once the optimal who can blame you for not ever getting
solution was found. Of course, people are anything done? As long as you listen
still living in Elton and Jones, not to to your dreams, and care enough to turn
mention in Park Place, Boardwalk, Little out the occasional stunningly beautiful
and masterful creation that comes from
and Frobb.
Meanwhile it seems as though Trin- them, you, like Trinity, will quietly
ity has forgotten its past promises and thrive.
And some day if Trinity sticks to
moved on to more exciting stimuli, evidenced by the truly amazing new dorm its well thought out plans, and
that I got to take a look at last weekend . treats its underlying ADD and,
when I was in town. I mean, this place is Hartford's clinical depression using
way better even than my parents' home! only legal medications (ahem), our
I must hand it to Trinity; it really did a dear old, college may very well
good job. ' .
' ' , •"
. ! V , •usurp the King: of the Liberal Arts
Maybe, when rio teachers were look-, • Schools 'crown f.%tri Amherst and
^ o T
;-.ing,..Trinij^y.snuck,ia peek

candy was distributed and QP's were
sent out. Banners were hung at numerous spots throughout campus to catch
students eyes at all times of the day
Russell Fugett, SGA President, met with
each individual candidate and he went
over all rules and regulations of the process. However, SGA did not give advice
to any candidate, the governing body itself fostered support for every candidate
to encourage a successful campaign. After this, each candidate had the opportunity to have their photo taken and to

also fill out an information paper.
So how did we fair? 705 Trinity students turned out to vote. This is a fabulous turnout compared to both the fall
and spring elections of last year. Improvement therefore was made. Students
commented that everyone seemed to be
informed about the election, and even
this very Tripod felt that SGA did a sufficient job.
Yet as I conclude on my personal experience with this process I wonder if
things could get better. Don't get me
wrong 1 feel that this election was extremely successful, but like in many
things! think we can do better. But to
accomplish this we need all of the Trinity community to help us.
But before I conclude it should be
noted that this fall election was a great
success. SGA got the word out and participation increased. This is progress and
I am thrilled with the result.
As with most issues, however, there is
still more progress to be made. This must
involve more candidates and stranger
candidates. Finally though, with hard
work and patience I believe all of this can
and will be accomplished.

The True Art of Hmmm
highly esteemed social gatherings our
campus would be a center of stagnant
Opinions Contributor
human interaction (by the by, this also
ties into the above economic reasons
It's Sunday night and once again 1 listed).
Last but not least, people would begin
have a truckload of work: tests, papers,
the whole nine yards. I need a diversion, to be judged based solely on academic
1 need to kill time. How about writing a performance rather than the actual imTripod article? Could there possibly be portant factors governing these matters;
personal attraction, having an outgoing
a better- way to waste precious time?
One problem: 1 have, rib-topic •"So %'•persoriklity, or being free with whatever
think I will do what most college stu- substances you happen to procure that
dents do best in these situations: evening. Come on folks, let's face it, if B.S
bullshit. Write something using is lost, the young women of this institubullshit. Write about bullshit. Yes, I tion will lack the time to beautify themknow, the definition is a vague one, but selves for nightly social activities (poor
let us not get caught up on the details. Revlon!) or engage in other exciting
A necessary part of this very human nighttime activities.
Not only that, but consider the effect
facility is not only to use the details to
your advantage, but also to ignore those on the scholastic performance of certain
that can very easily harm your position. students! Suppose all students began to
Just ask presidential candidate Al Gore employ maximum effort in their scholastic pursuits. That could only stand to
about it: he invented bullshit.
BY ANDREW WARREN

Come on folks, let's face it, ifB.S is lost, the young women
of this institution will lack the time to beautify themselves
for nightly social activities (poor Revlon!) or engage in
other exciting nighttime activities.
Bullshitting serves a very important
purpose in the modern world. I honestly
think that it has evolved to a new level
of importance in our economy. If it were
not for bullshit, whole industries would
collapse immediately. If it weren't for
bullshit, Bush's speech writers would be
out of their jobs. If it weren't for bullshit,
imagine all the time lost playing video
games? Or drinking? Or doing illegal
drugs? Entire industries would collapse
over night if people genuinely began to
apply themselves (poor Budweiser!). The
horror makes me want to burn all of my
academic texts and go out and buy the
entire Cliff's Notes series!
Our social lives as well are very much
affected by bullshit. What would Trinity College be like if students had to work
all night long, studying for tests, writing
papers, and reading? What if we all honestly and completely reviewed our work
for the week? I would fear for the emotional health of the poor Guided Studies
students.
.
. . . :;
' All of the various Greek organizations
would suffer terribly as well. With no
one to continue this long tradition of

improve the school's academic reputation. In the end,' everyone: is- a winner,
because we all went to: trie: prestigious
Trinity College, right? .WRONG! As we
all know, there are students who do well
because they have the natural capabilities to do well and do not apply themselves 100% (I'd say 60% is a decent
mean). Then there are those who apply
themselves 100% and get the same results.
If we all began to try, the standard of
performance would begin to rise. Then,
logically, as the cream rose the less gifted
would have worse performa nces, despi te
trying 100%, and could possibly attempt
desperate measures in their frustrated
rage. Our main quad would arouse images of so many Ivy League quads with
desperate children skydiving from the
elms. We're talking about saving lives
here, folks.
But I digress. The purpose of this
is not to offer a diatribe as to what the
negative effects of our actions really are.
Th'afwould be an exerciie in rational
logic, responsibility, and practical acfion.
Really, I am only B.S.ing.
V•
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Two Blocks From Campus
A man with a history of mental illness
was shot several times today after ignoring a police officer's demand that he drop
a hunting knife, Hartford police said.
The incident occurred at 96-98 Lincoln St., only two blocks north of campus.
David Lowell, 42, remains hospitalized in critical but stable condition at
Hartford Hospital following the 10:25
a.m. she said Lowell pulled a hunting
knife from a sheath he wore when confronted by one of several officers investigating a domestic disturbance.
When Lowell ignored repeated commands to drop the knife and moved toward police, a veteran officer fired
several shots that struck Lowell. Police
refused to identify the officer, who will

be placed on administrative duty pending the outcome of an investigation. According to police, a relative and
neighbors called police when Lowell began smashing windows with a floor
board. Relatives told police that Lowell
has mental problems but police had no
further information. Police said the officer tried to calm Lowell and commanded him to drop the weapon.
"He didn't obey the officer who asked
him to put the knife down," said Sgt. Neil
Dryfe, Hartford police spokesman.
The shooting is being investigating by
Hartford police, state police and inspectors from the chief state's attorney's office.
Wire services contributed to this report.

SUAVE: Over 225
Students Registered
Are you one of them?
4 Days left to register
21 Days until Election Day
See Application on Page 12
Your Future, Your Vote
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From Tutorial College
from housing on campus would most
continued from page one
keg or beerball is found in a residence likely provoke an outcry from oppohall, the responsible individual(s) will be nents to the Honor Code and set a precedent of special treatment for students
restricted from housing on campus."
This rule, the result of Federal and subject to that code. Such a precedent
Connecticut state laws, is readily en- could permanently cripple a system that
forced in the normal residence halls by might otherwise become a worthwhile
addition to the campus.
Trinity's own policies.
Upon delivering their decision, the
The ultimate authority in the Tutorial
College, however, rests with the Honor Honor Council stated that "[The responCouncil, a group of five elected students; sible students] should incur no further
complete with the powers to punish or academic or residential penalty, for their
immediate removal from the program
fully pardon the students involved.
The Honor Council's verdict was pre- constitutes a severe academic, social, and
sented to the Tutorial College's 57 stu- financial sanction."
This decision toes the fine line bedents on Friday amid much discussion
and mixed feelings. Although not tween harshness and leniency, but it
wholly satisfying to any party, a compro- only goes part way towards restoring the
mise was reached that should allow the damage already done.
Honor Code to preserve its dignity wi thMany faculty members agree with the
out totally destroying the four students' idea of self-determination for the camacademic careers.
pus, at least in theory. Professor Ralph
The decision was certainly a difficult Morelli, who teaches a first-year seminar
one. As the Honor Council deliberated, that tackles the topics of privacy and
it became clear that their verdict came group structures says, "A group coming
with high stakes. If they voted to com- up with its own rules of government is a
ply with Trinity policy and revoke hous- good idea," but adds that the Tutorial
ing privileges from the guilty students, College's Honor Code may not be approthis penalty would also necessarily re- priate the rest of the campus. He also
move the students from the Tutorial Col- points out that Trinity has already failed
lege itself. Not only would the students in an attempt to establish a campus-wide
lose housing, they would also be re- honor code a few years ago.
moved from the program into which
The proposed punishment was agreed
they had already invested a month of upon by a majority of the Tutorial Colwork, and be deprived of the credits for lege students on Monday morning and
the Tutorial College-specific courses.
was officially handed over to the Dean
Such a penalty would lead to a slip- of Students Office for follow-up. Howpery slope of academic probation and ever, while this issue may be close to a
permanent damage to academic stand- resolution, the jury is still out on whether
ings for the students involved.
or not the Tutorial College and its conOn the other side, handing down a ver- troversial Honor Code will survive to bedict of anything less than restriction come a Trinity institution.

"tfal

On November 1, 2000 at 5:30 p.m. Thomas Johnson, CEO and Chairman
of GreenPoint Financial and Chairman of the Trinity College
Board of Trustees will host a dinner at President and Mrs. Dobelle's home.
The seating for the dinner is limited to the first twenty-one students who submit
their resume to Career Services by October 20th. There will be a wait list.

Following the dinner, at 7:00 p.m., the GreenPoint Financial
Information Session and dessert will be held in the Reese Room of
the Smith House. There is no sign up required for the Information Session.
For more information or for questions please contact
Andrea Saari in Career Services at x. 2082, orandrea.saari@trincolledu.
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Dismissed SGA Finance Head Shares His Story
Ward MacDonald VI Comments on His Removal and Responds to SGA Impeachment Charges
I saw so that doesn't happen again in the
future. Hopefully they can rectify that
very quickly.
Tripod: Do you think the SGA will adOn the evening of October 2,2000, the mit to this fault and consider changing
SGA removed Ward MacDonaldfrom his their decision because of it?
office as Vice President of Finance. The MacDonald: In my own mind I serifollowing day the Tripod reported on the ously doubt that they would ever admit
events leading up to this action and the their procedure was so flawed that they
questionable nature of the process. This need to apologize for it. At that point
week the Tripod spoke with MacDonald they would need to consider reinstatehimself gaininginsightintohissideof the ment, and I don't think they want to do
story, and how he feels the situation was that.
handled.
Tripod: How do you respond to the
charges brought against you?
Tripod: How do you feel about the
MacDonald The accusations brought
SGA's final decision?
against me were so untrue that I was
MacDonald: There's nothing I can re- flabbergasted. I didn't know quite how
ally say or do about it. They've made to respond. I didn't have the list of what
their decision and I'm removed from of- I was being charged with until they read
fice. That's fine. That's the way it works. them... that's huge. Look at any court of
That doesn't upset me at all... I can get on law. 1 didn't know the procedure or
with my life, but I do want to protect my charges before we began.
name.
1 look at what was brought against me
Tripod: I have heard from various that I engaged in voter fraud. That's not
sources that there was something wrong true. They can trump anything up they
with the vote, that perhaps the count was want to say voter fraud. I was hanging
not enough to remove you from office. out at the polling booths because I
worked there. Maybe my friends came
Can you comment on that?
MacDonald: In Robert's Rules of Or- up that I knew were seniors and sat down
der, which are the Parliamentary r ules of with me at the polls watching me do my
procedure, the chairman can't vote... The job. Some of them were like, "Who are
hurdle was for them to find twenty these people running? 1 don't know any
people to go against me. They found of the seniors. Are they good guys?" And
nineteen... they needed 19.33 to have a I said, "Yeah, they're friends of mine." I
two-thirds vote.. My only contention don't feel 1 swayed the vote at all. Morethere, though it's a serious one, is that the over, if they truly believed that there was
chair voted to make it a 20 vote, so I con- fraud, why didn't they, in good conscience, have a re-vote?
test that.
Tripod: Have you brought this to the
They accused me of stealing a key
attention of the SGA?
from DarrellClaiborne'slock box. That's
MacDonald: I will be writing a letter a very specific charge, so they must have
to that effect to Russell [Fugett] just to some kind of evidence or witness to that,
highlight some of the procedural errors and that was never produced. 1 didn't
BY KRISTIN POWELL

SGA Correspondent

Jury awards
former placekicker Mercer
$2 million;
Duke plans to
appeal

erate indifference to those
charges.
"1 feel great," Mercer said. "I
worked for years to be heard. I
was heard by a jury of my peers,
they ruled in favor of me. I understand it as a complete victory." Mercer plans to put the
(U-WIRE) GREENSBORO, - award, which she called "icing
In what could have been the end on the cake," into a scholarship
of a three-year legal battle be- fund she will create for female
tween Duke University and place-kickers.
Heather Sue Mercer, the verdict
"You're kidding me, you got to
came Thursday in favor of the be kidding," said former football
anguished ex-football player.
coach Fred Goldsmith. "I just
Mercer was awarded a total of basically.... The only thing I can
$2,000,001 in damages - $2 say is what I said about her kick-

million of which was meant to ing ability. She didn't have the
punish and deter the University ability. That was apparent to the
from ever again showing delib-. people that had seen her kick.
erate indifference to complaints That's all I'll say."
, "I'm very much surprisedof discrimination.
The jury's compensatory well, I was first surprised it ever
award of $1 represents its belief went to trial and now I'm. surthat Mercer deserved to be com- prised.... I thought if we were
pensated for the damages she guilty of anything it was letting
incurred, but that those dam- her come out in the first place,"
said assistant football coach
ages could not be measured.
After deliberations that Fred Chatham, "The jury must
lasted more than two hours, the have seen something 1 must not
five-woman-and-three-man be aware of."
jury issued its verdict in favor of
YOU tO0KP" AT ME?
the plaintiff on all questions:
* Yes, gender had been a motivating factor in the treatment
•v Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web site
of Mercer;
ftp) www.AirborneHealtn.cor
* No, the actions of the defenJf
or call 1-800-590-9794
•A MIRACLE COLD B\)STERr-co»TO,l«.l»o<*.lE
dant would not have been the
•
::Missaweek?Goto ; •
same had she been a man;
WWW IURBOB.SEHEAt.TH COM
* Yes, the necessary Duke officials were made aware of the
rCoLDFoRMuu
discriminatory accusations;
:,• Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web site
and
m www.AirborneHealth.com
or call 1-800-590-9794
* Yes, they acted with delib•A Mimri.li COLD BtiiTEW-taw

AIRBORNE

"Ward's supposed to do it in May, and he
didn't do it until August. Boo." The real
fact of the situation is that I couldn't do
that responsibly. And they understood
that.... They made it look like I was irresponsible, when in fact I think it was a
testament to my responsibility.
Tripod: You have already said that you
saw flaws in the actual vote to have you
removed from office. What are your
thoughts on the procedure as a whole?
MacDonald: I had ten minutes to respond to the charges that I had never
heard, so those ten minutes were wasted.
Then I got two minutes for questions and
two minutes for debate. I effectively
spoke for four minutes about what was
really going on, where they [prosecuted]
me for half an hour.... No one voting had
a list of what I was charged with or the
procedure in front of them. I think they
knew that's how it had to be to get me
out.... I think they saw me as a strong and
intellectual leader, and for that reason a
threat. In light of four years of overspending, 1 wouldn't back down at their
request. 1 think the leadership purposely
deceived the board as to what the facts
were and rushed them in their decision,
and sensationalized it and ultimately
manipulated them to get the decision
they wanted. And that is something that
I don't respect.
Tripod: Do you have any final
thoughts on the matter?
MacDonald: I don't want to come
across as the victim. I'm not saying it's
appropriate, I'm not saying it should've
happened, but at the same time they do
happen. So 1 don't want to sit here and
cry about it. But 1 will have my reservations about the leadership of SGA and
under that leadership its integrity as a
body.

The Cripob Congratulates the
2000-2001 President's Fellows
Alexis M. Ring

Melanie Brezniak

Catherine Houlihan

Neuroscience

Alexandra Holden

Anthropology

Joshua J. Freemire
Philosophy

Fine Arts • Art History

Suma S. Magge
. Biology

Duarte G. Machado

English

American Studies

-

OTHEE SCHOOLS

have any idea what they were talking
about.
1 apparently threatened ConnPlRG. It
was reported that I first made the comments in jest and then denied the situation entirely. That's not what I wanted
to get across.... What 1 was denying were
the allegations that I said, "I don't like
your club. I'm going to cut your funding."
1 talked to a girl that was in
ConnPlRG... and said, "I'm cutting all the
clubs [so we can have Spring Weekend]
and I think that's unfair [that your club
needs a two-thirds vote of SGA to have
funding cut], so you should come to the
first SGA meeting where I'll be bringing
that up." That was my idea, to go to the
SGA, and she saw that as a huge threat.
I don't want to si t here and say, "Oh, I'm
perfect in this situation." I made some
mistakes. 1 did paint the office. More
than that, I did paint it pink. More than
that, I did write the quote that I needed
to paint over in the first place. But, is that
impeachable? People have been writing
on that wall for years.
Tripod: And what about the fact that
the Office of Student Activities had to
distribute the budget letters, which is a
responsibility of the VP of Finance?
MacDonald: They felt they needed to
attack my ability to get the job done....
The truth of the situation is that the business office was audited in late August.
They didn't have their final business report on how much all the clubs had
spent until that time. I knew that that
wasn't going to come, and I knew that we
had overspent for four years with smart
people doing it. 1 wasn't going to let that
happen. I was going to wait until I knew
how much money we had.
[The SGA] can dummy it down to,

: :

_-

Kathleen M. Matus

••• £ .

Biochemistry

'

. :_'••'

;

:.•"..

'.'.'_• ., : Fine Arts-Studio Arts

Keith C. Jendzaf;

DesireeE/Pearson
v

[•.•••::". '.'

l ;

;V/Hfs((>r^',•••

••'.'•_

•••:.:••;:

Robert E.Hull

":•£>;•<

Physics

JoanM. Savage •v Political Science

William Prpctor III :•?;•" • Sethaity; A ; •. Gr^orrie. • Megan C. Myers
Chemistry

w:

;•;•;

'

Anne King
Classics

•

•;? : :

•• •

:
:

International

Studies

••:' ~<':i\

: Sean E Cphaghan : •

Heide Green
Public Policy

\ •;•'•

£ Afua Atta-Mensah

Scott G. Susslin •
Computer Science

Psychology

.,-;/,::-

Modern languages an^lijfejatur

Christina C. Lundy

Martin L. Mihov
Music

Economics

LeahT.Wonski
Educational Studies

Kelly J. Feller
Engineering

••••••••.,:! S o c i o l o g y

Theater and Dance

Shanta L. Evans
Women's Studies Program

Thomas HambrickStowe
Religion
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On The Beat Trinity Professor Receives
International Recognition
Escape From... Campus
Safety?
Walking along the Long Walk, a group of students, many
with drinks in hand, spotted a Campus Safety officer. The sight
of this pinnacle of authority filled them with dread, and they
fled the scene in great haste. Approaching the vacated area,
the officer observed that in their flight the students left a knapsack on the sidewalk. The knapsack contained two cans of
Coors Light,

It's a Good Thing It Wasn't in
Tutorial
A keg was confiscated in the Ogilby courtyard at 11:50 pm
on October 14. The students responsible for the keg had hidden it behind some bushes.

Sticks and Stones...
A possible assault on the Elton third floor was reported at
4:01 am on October 13. One student allegedly called another
student names while the second was in the shower. The showeringstudent threw on clothes and tackled the first in the hallway. Witnesses noted that the student was merely holding the
other student down and yelling at him rather than inflicting
physical blows.

Things That d o Bump in the
Night
A wallet, containing an ID and about $60, was stolen from a
room in Cook A. One of the residents was home at the time,
heard noises in his roommate's room and went to investigate.
The student chased an unknown man from the room, not
knowing that anything had been stolen in the meantime.

World's Worst Pick Up Lines
A" female student;"was apprbaclted by an unidentified male
at 6:45 pm on October 14. While she reported that he did not
touch her, he did ask her personal questions. In his conversation, he.said "I've already heard that two girls died here."- The
student called Campus Safety who didn't find any one in the ;
are. She has been advised to notify, Campus Safety immediately if she sees him again.
.... •
••:...,-'

Take my Girlfriend.*. Please
A male friend escorted an intoxicated female student to the
Campus Safety substation at October 13 at 12:55 am. The student was confused and was unable.to.remember where her
ro6m was. Campus Safety called TCERT, who recommended
that she be taken to Hartford Hospital. She was released the
:
next morning.
•

Take my Boyfriend... Please
Campus Safety responded to a phone call about an intoxicated student in Wheaton on October 13 at 1:05 am. They discovered femalestudent in herroom.and the intoxicated student
was her boyfriend, who was throwing up on the floor. TCERT
also responded and determined that the student did not need
further treatment.

Take my Car... Please
An attempted motor vehicle theft was reported at 12:05 am
on October 13. The car, parked in Summit Lot A, sustained damage on the steering column and the ignition. Also missing from
the car was a karaoke machine, a CD and a radar detector.

At Least Your Friend Didn't
Borrow the Keys...
A CD player, a tool-box and at least $15 of loose change was
stolen from a car in the Anadama parking lot. This was reported to Campus Safety on October 15 at 2:50 am.

On the Bright Side, You Still
Have a Passenger Door
Campus Safety respond ed to a call on October 15 around 9:00
pm that a student's car had been broken into. Besides smashing the rear passenger side window, a stereo, a cell phone, and a
radio were missing. The car was parked along Summit Street.

BY ANNIE SCRANTON

News Writer

Professor Alden Gordon was
honored by the French government. The Gwendolyn Miles
Smith Professor of Art History
received the honor of chevalier
in France's Ordre des Arts et des
Lettres at the French Cultural
Mission in New York on September 26.
The Order des Artes, created
in 1957, recognizes outstanding
artistic work and cultural influence of artists and writers
throughout the world. Gordon
contributed to the history of
French art by specializing in the
history of France's art establishment during the Enlightenment of the 18th Century. His
expertise lies in the history of
the Directorate of Royal Works
under the Marquis de Marigny
and the lives and collections of
the Marigny and his sister, the
Marquise de Pompadour.
This award holds a doubly
important value to the Trinity
community. Not only is Gordon
a professor here, but he also is an
alum. Graduating in '69, Gordon
comments on how his Trinity
education prepared him for this

WWWJRINCOLL.EDU

Professor Alden Gordon poses with
Pierre Buhler, Cultural Counselor of the French
Embassy during ceremonies i n New York City.

quality or foreign ways of doing history ... that they grasp histhings."
tory best from studying art hisAfter graduation from Trin- tory. 1 believe this is a direct
ity, Gordon travelled exten- reflection of this more historisively in Europe to see the cal, chronological, and contexoriginal works of art he planned tual
approach
that
to study. In 1978 he earned his characterizes the teaching of
PHD from Harvard University art history at Trinity College."
and his first job out of graduate
Gordon's plans for teaching in
school was as Lecturer and Cu- the future still further his plans
ratorial Assistant at the Frick for making art history accesCollection in New York. "It was sible to all students. "I would
a fluke that I ever came back to like to broaden he way we
award.
• . - • • • • • • Trinity as a member of the facpresent the history of daily life,
"When I was an undergradu- ulty. .. there were no good mu- possibly through courses on the
ate, in the late 1960's, it was time seum jobs in 1978 and I applied history of food and the history
of intense awareness of foreign for and was offered jobs in the of travel... That in turn should
affairs..! 4id a lot of the normal mid^West and at Trinity.",. \',; r,,;rn|ake;every,studentmore: reAmerican things- T r was •'>' Teaching here at Trinity has flective about whlatKis own culcoxsawin of the crew as a fresh- proven to be a valuable experi- ture is saying and whether he
man and sophomore and editor ence to Gordon in that he is able wants to change that."
of. the Tripod as a junior- but I to adequately share his knowl- • The highlight of the ceratlso thought a great deal about edge with the students.- "In emony last Tuesday for Gordon
the average American'slack of teaching at Trinity, 1 have tried was having so many people
consciousness of stature'in a to bring the past alive for stu- from different walks of his life
worldwide arena... It was not dents, by.'placing as much as together for a happy occasion. It
only Vietnam,and foreign • possible within a reconstruc- was also satisfying to have
policy but the naivete about tion of the setting in which it people in America discover that
languages, French philosophy, i was made... It is very gratifying his professional Work in France
avant-garde; culture and an "that students.will frequently was recognized for its excelAmerican condescension to tell the faculty members in art lence.

"Trail of Debris" Marks the
Path of Thursday's Rampage
continued from page one
one driving thejeep down Sumford Police, who was in the area mit Street. Prior to arrest, the
checking on a noise complaint police took him to the hospital,
at the Kappa house. Campus Mattei sustained injuries on his
Safety and Hartford Police fol- hands and head. He was re-,
lowed a trail of debris down leased from the hospital on FriZion Street and through Rocky day morning. The hospital
Ridge park.
administered a blood/alcohol
The Jeep was discovered in test on Mattei, the results of
the bushes on the opposite side which have not yet been reof a ten-foot embankment. Fur- turned.
ther investigation of the extenDepending upon evidence
sive damage revealed that both from this test, it is possible that
airbags had deployed.
driving under the influence
There was blood on both. The will be added to the list of
majority of the blood was on the charges currently being held
driver side, but it was spread to against Mattei. A warrant for
the passenger side in such a way his arrest is pending.
as to indicate that the driver had
After taking Mattei to the
slid out through the passenger hospital, police officers deterside door.
mined that Kleiner had been
Using the Trinity sticker, ' the first one to hit a car in
Campus Safety officers traced Anadama. Hartford police rethe car back to Kleiner. Cam- turned to his room for further
pus Safety, Officer Cochran of questioning and arrested him.
the Hartford Police Department According to Kleiner, Mattei
and a supervisor, after observ- was the driver observed by the
ing a blood trail leading into the witnesses in the initial accident.
third floor room, knocked on He had been driving earlier in
the student's door in Anadama. the evening, backed into the
Both students were in the room. same car which Mattei later hit.
Uponr questioning, • Matter' Kleiner indicates that he inconfessed that he had been the: tended to handle the matter

with the owner of the other car
personally. Mattei asked to borrow thejeep later in the evening.
Kleiner was arraigned on Friday morning and a court date
was set. .
In addition to the police response, Campus Safety passed
the incident to the Dean of
Student's office. Page 151 of the
Trinity College Student Handbook lists these regulations for
similar cases:
"College disciplinary proceedings may be initiated
against a student charges with
a violation of a law that is also a
violation of College regulations
without regard to the status of
civil litigation or criminal arrest and prosecution. The College may conduct judicial
proceedings prior to, simultaneously with, or after civil or
criminal proceedings off campus."
No official steps have been
taken yet, but the hearing process will begin this week. This
process will determine whether
or not Kleiner and Mattei were
also in violation of College regulations.
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Rowland Praised by Trinity
For Learning Corridor Effort
continued from page one
Rowland praised the efforts of the public and private interests involved, calling
the Learning Corridor a "national model"
for other cities to follow.
Well known by now, the Learning Corridor was the result of a collaborative
effort by Trinity, Connecticut Public
Television and Radio, Hartford Hospital,
Connecticut Children's Medical Center,
the Institute of Living, as well as the
Southside Institutes Neighborhood Alliance (SINA).
Rowland praised the level of neighborhood involvement in the project, stating that, "people are more engaged than
ever before... everyone has become a
stakeholder in our cities.

honor the sailors killed the attack on the
USS Cole the previous day.
The Trinity College President's Medal
is the highest honor the President of
Trinity College can bestow to someone
who is not a graduate of the College. This
is only the fourth time it has been presented, most recently to Senator Joseph
Lieberman last month also for his contributions to the Learning Corridor
project. The other two honorees are Holocaust survivor and scholar Raoul
Wallenberg and Vietnam National University President Gauyen Pan Dao.
On Friday afternoon, the Learning
Corridor continued its celebration with
a community open house, featuring family activities and entertainment, not to
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After Recent Debacles,
SGA Hopes to Improve
Spring Election Turnout
BY KRISTIN POWELL
SGA Correspondent

The Student Life Committee of the
SGA is looking into reforming election
procedures with the hopes of creating
more exciting elections and stimulating
a higher voter turnout. "It almost sickens me," says committee chairman Tim
Herbst '02, "that people don't care."
Recent elections have drawn less than
a 40% voter turnout. In order to facilitate the voting procedure it will be proposed that SGA develops four voting
areas, providing easy access from stu"Everyone has become a stakeholder in our cities." -Gov. John Rowland dent dorms. To reduce lines and waiting at the polling station, Herbst wishes
"That's what all of this is about - in- mention the requisite special guests and to work with the City of Hartford to get
stilling faith in this community."
speeches, including Congressman John actual voting machines on campus.
He added, "it would be hard to dupli- Larson, and Hartford Mayor Mike Peters. "This would take the headache out of the
The day was filled with praise and voting process and out of counting the
cate, but I'd sure like to try," specifically
mentioning his hometown of Water- congratulatory remarks on the success votes," adds Herbst. Another option to
of the project, which was completed on encourage students to vote for their repbury as a possible location.
The presentation followed a flag-rais- time and on budget. Six million dollars resentatives would be to allow voting by
ing ceremony featuring the Governor of the total $111 million price tag was e-mail.
and a local Girl Scout troop. The flag was given directly from Trinity's endowHerbst comments that nothing could
raised then lowered to half-mast to ment.
be easier. "Students wouldn't even have

Specialists Scour
Crippled Destroyer
ADEN, Yemen (AP) - The crew of the
crippled USS Cole gathered on its listing
deck Sunday to pay tribute to 17 shipmates killed in an apparent suicide
bombing that also ripped into the U.S.
Navy's strategic plans in the Middle East.
Terrorism experts and explosives specialists scouring the ravaged vessel
paused from their work as chaplains led
the memorial service under, tarpaulins
to block the scorching sun.
' An American official called it "a very
private affair" limited to the crew and the
extra clergymen and counselors brought
in after Thursday's blast.
The official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, described the crew as "still
in the state of shock" from the "utter devastation" of the blast, which twisted
metal and tore through compartments
from below the waterline to the towering superstructure of the guided missile
destroyer.
Hatches were blown open on the deck,
the official said, and areas below near the
blast site were "absolutely destroyed." U.S.
officials believe the ship was the target
of a suicide attack from a small vessel
packed with powerful explosives. If terrorism is proven, it would be the deadliest such attack on the U.S. military since
the bombing of an Air Force barracks in
Saudi Arabia in 1996 that killed 19.
Yemen strongly rejects the American
claims. The Foreign Ministry repeated
Saturday that it "does not accept the
presence of terrorists on its territories."
Five bodies have been returned home
for burial. Two other bodies were still in
the ship, lodged i n twisted steel. Ten sailors were missing and presumed dead.
Failure to account for the missing could
complicate or delay plans to tow away
the vessel.
The Cole had been heading with a
crew of 293 to the Gulf to support the
U.N. embargo against Iraq.

Iraq Reports Safe
Ending to Hijacking
of Saydi «let
.CAIRO (NY Times) - At least two
men, apparently armed with explosives,
hijacked a Saudi Arabian Boeing 777
enroute to London today and forced it to
land in Baghdad, where after three hours
Iraqi officials announced that they had
succeeded in negotiating the freedom of

more than 50 years of war and hostility
all those on board.
The 90 passengers and 15 crew mem- between North and South Korea," he
bers, including one American traveler said. "There may now be hope that the
and 40 British citizens, were in good Cold War will also come to an end in
health and were taken by bus from the Korea."
airport to Baghdad hotels, according to
Half a century after the 1950-53 Ko•Iraqi officials.
rean War ended in a tense armed truce,
The Saudi Arabian Airlines' manager the two states remain technically at war.
at Heathrow airport in London, Philip More than a million soldiers still square
Griffin, was quoted as telling Agence off along the world's most heavily forti••>••• France-Presse that the passengers would • fied.border.--f /.
be flown out of Baghdad and arrive in
Britain on Sunday evening. A state tele-

to leave their rooms"
Probably the biggest deterrent to voter
turnout is the lack of competition in the
elections. Lastspring every executive position on the SGA was uncontested, and
there were barely enough students to run
for the at-large positions. "We want contested elections. It just isn't fun if the
positions aren't contested," says Herbst.
In order to promote interest in running for positions, it has been recognized
that the key is improving communication with the students. The SGA hopes
to use the new student website,
camptrintrin.com to advertise the elections and inform students of the pressing issues. They also hope to work more
with TrinityT V to reach the students in
their own rooms, possibly having debates and open forums.
"Student elections are being taken for
granted," Herbst states. "There is an apathy on campus. [People] just don't care."
It is the goal of the Student Life Committee and the SGA to remedy this problem
as soon as this year. They are looking for
exciting changes as soon as this coming
spring.
"1 will continue to devote myself to
human rights, democracy and peace on
the Korean peninsula and for peace and
democracy in Asia and the world," presidential spokesman Park Joon-young
quoted Kim Dae-jung as saying in Seoul.
He won the prize from a record 150
nominees against a somber backdrop of
escalating violence between Israelis and
Palestinians, whose leaders were honored with the 1994 Prize.- •
:

Adams, Harkness &
Hill Information
Session

vision announcer in Baghdad said they
would be extended "Arab hospitality."
Neither Saudi Arabia nor Britain maintain diplomatic relations with Iraq.
At various points during the standoff
at Saddam International Airport, Iraqi
officials said the men were upset over
what they called unreported human
rights violations in Saudi Arabia, that
they chose Iraq as their destination because it rejects "American hegemony" in
the region, and that they wanted "political asylum" in Iraq.
After the standoff, an Iraqi Ministry of
Interior official said the men had also
warned that if they did not get what they
wanted, another plane would be hijacked in coming days.

South ICorea's Kim
Wins Nobel Peace
Prize
• OSLO (Reuters) - South Korean President Kim Dae-jung won the Nobel Peace
Prize Friday for his drive for democracy
and closer ties with Stalinist North Korea across the world's last Cold War f ronCier.
Gunnar Berge, the chairman of the
five-member Norwegian Nobel Committee, praised Kim's "work for democracy and human rights in South Korea
and in East Asia in general, and for peace
and reconciliation with North Korea in
particular."
"Through his 'sunshine policy", Kim
Dae-jung has attempted to overcome

Thursday/October 19 at 7:00 p.m.
The Smith House in the Painter
Room
Adams, Harkness Hill is a full-service
investment bank with a focus on emerging growth companies in the most dynamic industry sectors—technology,
healthcare and specialty consumer. We
are a small, growing firm with 200 employees, with 50 professionals dedicated
to our investment banking efforts. The
investment banking group at Adams,
Harkness & Hill endeavors to build relationships with and provide advice to
emerging growth companies. We work in
a team environment where every voice is
critical to meeting our clients' needs. If
you would like to learn more about opportunities to join our team at Adams,
Harkness & Hill, please contact Jim
Beakey '89 at (617) 788-1544 or via
email at ibeakev@ahh.com.
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Writer Tackles Issue of Minority Race Relations
BY RICHARD DOWNE

Online Editor

Last Thursday night, writer David
Lamb spoke at Trinity about race in
America and hip-hop culture. He made
extensive use of his new book, Do
PlatanosGo Wit'CollardGreens,

a novel

that borrows heavily from his own experiences in college. Lamb focused on
the origins of hip-hop culture (from his
neighborhood in Queens) and how it
was largely a product of African American and Latin American influences.
The talk began with a discussion of
music in the 1920s and '30s, with videos
of prominent Latin and jazz musicians
of the period talking about the development and evolution of the genres. Lamb
mentioned, and the musicians discussed,
the directions music was often forced to
take when Africans were brought to
North America prior to the emancipation proclamation. The drum was the
center of music for the Africans, and was
taken away by the white slave-owners,
who saw it as foreign, and therefore
threatening. This was then supplemented for by other forms of rhythm, including that of the body. This lead to the
evolution of "mono-rhythmic" patterns,
as described by Lamb, more akin to European music than African. The drums
used in jazz were, then, actually acquired
directly from Latin American immigrants, primarily from Puerto Rico and
Cuba, who brought their music with
them,
Latin American music, as opposed to
what.had evolved in African American
music, was "poly-rhythrnic," because the
Spaniards had allowed the Africans to
preserve their musical traditions. Incidentally, this, may have-had to do with, a
b d r t d t S y i i i k d b

tween Spanish and African culture, created first when the Moors conquered
Spain. This is, he said, why Latinos can
go to a hip-hop party and dance without trouble, whereas African A mericans
find more difficulty when attempting to
do the same at a Latin party.
Lamb then moved into a discussion of
the modern relationship between Latino
and African American cultures in
America. At this point, he started reading dialogue from his novel to illustrate
points with respect to the dynamics that
occur in everyday conversation regarding the subject.

•

•

/

-

•

>

Do Platanos Go Wit' Collard Greens is

written in an eclectic hip-hop literary
v / o ^ .••."
•:•-:-,'
style that blends jive with sophisticated
intellectual discourse. Its protagonist, as
* ' V - V - * ' ' * • » ' " •* '
was discernible from the talk, is an African American male student at Hunter
College, who is involved with a female
classmate whose family hails from the
Dominican Republic. The racial tensions that arise around this situation
triggers the conversation of the characters, and it is this conversation that is
used to illustrate Lamb's reflection on
ANNETROWBRIDGE
race in America.
Writer David Lamb speaks at McCook Auditorium.
Lamb reflected at length on the varying distinctions that exist in Latin
America and in the US. One analogy
used is that Puerto Ricans.and other •
Latin Americans who are at the bottom
of the barrel in their own country come .
to the US in search of opportunity, and,
as he said, "America is the great equalizer for everyone at the bottom..." In Latin
America the system recognizes varying
degrees of black and white and brown
programs of broad appeal, such as panBY ROBERT CHAMPAGNE
and mulatto, but the US, despite all the
. els, lecturers, symposia, and community
News Writer
advances that are given frequent lip seroutreach programs. Furthermore, Spenvice, goes by the old rule from the days
cer noted that he felt the students would
of slavery about distinguishing between
As most of you may have noticed, know how to best utilize their time, obblack and white, so relations are gov- reading week (or the dreaded serving that a day or two of relaxation
..-eTned beeweert wtike and non-white.
•midsessio»,'.a&It was keoWn test-year) ." can be as useful cp.sojme >as trte fame
was recently replaced by something amount of time dedicated to hard work
called 'Trinity Days." And because the "Everybody needs a break sometime," he
controversy over midsession was so says, "and the middle of October seems
enormous last year, many of you were to be a good time for this."
Although some faculty members did
expecting to see Trinity Days covered extensively in the Tripod. Well, here we are. not have a clear idea of Trinity Days' purAccording to a number of students pose, a number of them expressed posiand faculty, the biggest problem with tive opinions of the break.
Political Science professor Peter Burns
Trinity Days was that they lacked a clear
called it a "necessary break in the semespurpose.
"I am confused about the purpose of ter." Burns believed that two days was
the two day break," Professor Adrienne enough time to allow students and facFulco of"the Women's Studies and Politi- ulty to do what they needed to prepare
cal Science departments remarked. Pro- for the rest of the semester but was short
fessor Fulco explained that she was not enough that everybody would still be on
sure whether Trinity Days were meant track when classes resumed. Professor
to be a vacation or time to be devoted to Kirkpatrick said that Trinity Days were
valuable because of the unique opportuacademics and special programming.
Frank Kirkpatrick, Professor of Reli- nity they present for scheduling stimugion, echoed Fulco's sentiments, saying lating and educational activities the
• . . . - • -

- . ^ A

"

•

Purpose of The New
Trinity Days Is Unclear

Session

"The school must decidewhether these two days should
be a break, or if they should be used for educational
purposes."
- Frank Kirkpatrick, Professor of Religion

. Some other Important dates for JnR;;!
:;o•;/,,'•:,:Morgan;;Chase;:;^ncS4Co;»;are* . : 'l^;---•
:; s:^Wednesda^^
;,
Resume and "Letter deadline 7- A /;;
Wednesday, ^©%/eiiriber 85 2000
T© see the Job posting, visiting Tritfiify
: if/you; have., an
Career

"the school must decide whether these
two days should be a break, or if they
should be used for educational purposes."
Sophomore Eddie Jacobs admitted
that he had "no idea what the focus of
Trinity Days was." He was not sure
whether he was expected to be back on
campus on Monday or if he only had to
be back for classes on Wednesday.
"The administration should find some
way to tell students what the focus is
next time," he added.
According to Academic Dean J. Ronald
Spencer, the Trinity Days break was designed to "preserve the valuable features
of reading week on a reduced scale." The
two day break was supposed to give both
students and faculty time off to relax
and catch up with work while eliminating any potential for the type of abuse
that plagued reading week and open period. Spencer emphasized his belief that
Trinity Days are a great opportunity for
classes and groups to schedule special

whole community can enjoy.
Many students had less encouraging
things to say about the new break, however. Sophomore Ben Max found that the
longer length of reading week had allowed for more field trips and activities
than the shorter Trinity Days. "Scheduling trips for four or five classes in two
days is simply unrealistic," he said.
Eddie Jacobs observed that "reading
week had extra curricular activities related to classes and gave us time to study,
as opposed to Trinity Days, which
seemed like a two day vacation."
Both Jacobs and Tamar Kipper, a junior, felt that the break should not have
fallen on an important religious holiday
unless students were not expected to remain on campus for academic reasons.
For years, both Trinity students and
faculty alike enjoyed a five-day recess
from classes called open period. Students were encouraged to catch up or get
ahead in their work, to relax, or to purSee TRANSITION on page 11
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Dyson Encourages
Youths to Become
Politically Aware
much about societal ills, he has
replied,
"What would engage
News Writer
me to get stuff for our folk instead of my own folk? If you are
Connecticut State Represen- not about applying what you're
tative William Dyson visited working for to all folk, you are
Trinity to share his views on not really working." His comcommunity involvement in a munity involvement has
presentation Thursday night. It brought him to South Carolina;

>J—^

w
III

BY MAGGIE KAGAN

was difficult for any listener to
walk away from Dyson's address without feeling empowered. His many titles include
House Chair of the Appropriations Committee and Treasurer
of the Black and Puerto Rican
Caucus. He is a member of both
the Education Committee and
the Legislative Management
Committee. His work as Chair
of the Connecticut Commission
on National and Community
Service pervaded his address to
students.
Representative
Dyson
opened by acknowledging, "The
day is to come that will be yours.
You recognize adjustments that
need to be made."
Growing up in Georgia,
Dyson found himself severely
isolated from the majority of
society due to racial discrimination in the U.S. during the 1940s
and 1950s. He noted, "I saw my
first cross being burned in
South Carolina, on my campus."
This was one incident that motivated him to work more with
racial integration. He stressed
that once he took a stance on a
particular issue, he was ready to
act on it, despite those who were
against him. Dyson claimed
that being arrested for protesting against segregation motivated him toward working even
harder for justice. He stated
that, while he may have been
alone on his views at some
points in his life, he had a much
greater personal motivation toward rectifying his situation.
In the past when Dyson has
been asked why he cares so

New York, and currently New
Haven, Connecticut.
At the conclusion of Dyson's
speech, a first year student from
California requested his advice
concerning public education
there. She has a friend who recently graduated with a degree
in education, but who has been
mistakenly placed in a school
teaching English as a Second
Language while she has no
background in Spanish, The
student wondered how she
could help her friend inform
those concerned about California elementary education of
this situation. Representative
Dyson suggested that she have
her friend immediately go
knock on the doors of those students' parents and inform them,
as parents would be the most
concerned that their children
are not receiving the proper instruction. Although reluctant
to take such a forward step, the
first-year was grateful for
Dyson's input.
He further encouraged students, professing, "The solution
has got to come from people
such as yourselves." Dyson's
faith in the youth of America
was evident throughout his
talk. He finally advised, "Get
out there and make sure that
your views are known!"
Jon Prosnit '01, coordinator of
SUAVE at Trinity, commented
on the lack of attendance, noting "Representative Dyson was
passionate. I wish more students had come to see him because he advocated democracy
well."

Connecticut State Representative William
Dyson spoke last Thursday on getting students
involved in the political process.
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Congressional
Candidates
Grapple With
the Issues

Several Trinity students
attended the Connecticut
Congressional debate held
Sunday night at CPTV on New
Britain Ave.
The debate featured the
Democratic and Republican
candidates from all six
congressional districts.
Top: Yu-en Moulton '02, Anne
Trowbridge '02, Rep. Sam
Gejdenson (D-2nd), Dave
Alexander '03, Rep. Jim
Maloney (D-5th), and challenger
Stephanie Sanchez (D-4th).
Right: Republican First District
candidate and former WWF
wrestler Bob Backlund gives
Jon Prosnit '01 a few pointers.
PHOTOS BY DAN BERM AN

Confusing Transition from
Reading Week to Trinity Days
continued from page ten
sue other activities they would
not otherwise have had time for.
In theory, open period complemented the regular academic
routine by providing students
with a much needed break and
a great opportunity to delve

and wished its spirit to be preserved.
So that brjngs us to Trinity
Days. Trinity Days were
adopted at the end of last year
as the replacement of open period/reading week. This semester they fell on October 9th and

was able to get much done in the
two days off. "It just kind of interrupts the academic schedule," she explained. Shortening
the mid October break also
leaves Seniors working on a thesis or senior project without thevaluable block of uninterrupted
time previous students have enjoyed.
"Everybody needs a break sometime, and the : \Yhile many faculty memmiddle of October seems to be a good time bers and students clearly fathe old reading week over
for this."
- Dean Ron Spencer vored
Trinity Days, most agreed that
the shorter break had many redeeper into their studies, study 10th, the Monday and Tuesday deeming qualities and a great
hard for the upcoming mid- directly following Columbus deal of potential. Dean Spencer
terms, or go on field trips or lis- Day weekend, which happened noted that the shorter mid-term
ten to speakers in conjunction to coincide this year with the break might allow for more
with one of their classes.
Jewish holiday Yom Kippur. In reading days before final exams,
However, things that work many ways, the concept of Trin- which a number of students felt
well on paper do not always ity Days is very similar to that would be the most productive
work well in real life. As the of reading week. But as with use of the time. Both Spencer
years passed, large numbers of most things in life, the first go and Kirkpatrick hoped that fustudents and faculty began to around of anything does not al- ture Trinity Days would be betleave campus during open pe- ways proceed according to plan ter utilized by the community
riod.
By the time this year's senior
"Reading Week had extra curricular activities
class arrived here as freshmen
related to classes and gave us time to study,
in 1997, almost the entire campus was sh ut down during open
as opposed to Trinity Days, which seemed
period (which had by then
like a two day vacation." - Eddie Jacobs '03
taken the name 'reading week').
To make a long and still controversial story short, reading and there are those few inevi- in terms of special events and
week began to look too much table glitches that must be activities. For now, it seems as
like a nine-day vacation in the worked out.
if we will all'have to settle for
A senior English major, who Trinity Days, so we might as
middle of the semester for it to
retain its academic value, and so wished to remain anonymous, well make the best of them,
ithadtobecut. Yet despite what remarked that "Reading week whether that means attending
may be seen as the failure of was a great thing for motivated a lecture, starting that term pareading week, enough trustees, students." She stated that Trin- per you've been putting off, or
administrators, faculty and stu- ity Days wasn't exactly a vaca- sitting back with a beer and
dents understood its real merit tion and that nobody she knew watching the game.

VOTER REGISTRATION FORM
If you are mot registered to vote, fill out
tMs form and put it into the Voting Box In
Mutler Hall (next to the liming kail)* Use
your Trinity address m #5* The form meeds
to lie In by Friday, October 20,3000. If
you have amy questions about votings
elections^ or ballots, eomtaet Jom Prosmit at
x3839« Note-tie polls are at the fire
station at t i e end of Summit Street
t STATEOF CONNECTICUT
MAIL-IN VOTER^ REGISTRATION
(Disponibie en Espanol)

•

M YOU MAY USE THIS EASY FORM TO:
• "register to vote in Connecticut
•change your name and/or address on current registration
•enroll in a political party or change party enrollment
IMPORTANT! Keep your voter record up to datel

1. Fill in all boxes that apply to you on this application.
2. Place a first-class stamp on the application card, fold,
and mail it to the town hall where you live (or deliver
it to your town hall or a voter registration agency).
3. You are not a voter until your application is
approved by the Registrar of Voters.
4. You should receive a confirmation within 3 weeks.
If you do not, contact the Registrar in your town hall.
M VOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINES
PRIMARY: Your application must be postmarked by
the 5th dav before a primary (OR received by your
Registrar of Voters or a voter registration agency by the
5th day before a primary). You may apply in person to
your town clerk or registrar until 12:00 noon on the last
business day before a primary.
ELECTION: Your application must be postmarked
by the 14th day before an election (OR received
by your Registrar of Voters or a voter registration
agency by the 14th day before an election).

M IF YOU MOVE:
You must fill out a new voter registration card if you have
moved to a new town. Also, use this form to change
address within town. (See section 1 and section 11 below.)

MQUESTIONS?
Call your local Registrar of Voters or the Elections
' Division of the Office of Secretary of the State at
(800) 540-3764 or (860) 509-6100
(Hearing-impaired people with TDD, 800-303-3161)
•
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Office of Secretary of the State

• MAIL-IN REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

m TO REGISTER TO VOTE IN CONNECTICUT YOU MUST:
•be a United States citizen;
•be a resident of a Connecticut town;
•be at least 17 years old (you can vote when you turn 18);
•have completed sentence if previously convicted of a
felony and have had your voting rights restored by Registrar.

( F O L D !

Register and

(TOLD)

, „ _

PLEASE USE PEN - PRINT CLEARLY

*-*"• •
I Name of Applicant
Mr.

• • • « . Change

N ~ Voter

Last Name

Middle Name

First Name

Jr. Sr.

Mrs.

Miss

II III IV

Ms.
Address Where You Live (No., Street, Apt. #)

Town, Zip (CONNECTICUT)

Gender

If Different, Address Where You Get Your Mail (P.O. Box, etc.)

•MALE
Social Security Number (Voluntary):

Do you wish to enroll in a political party?

I DYES. Name of party
I i NO, I do not wish to enroll in a party at this time.
(Voluntary under CGS §9-23g. For use by election
Note: Declaring a party enables you to vote in that party's
officials and the Jury administration in preparing
primary election, which is open only to party members. You may accurate lists, but no official may disclose it to the
later choose to switch enrolment to or from a politicalparty.
public.)

•NAME or
IADDRESS
ICHANGE

Previous Voting Address (if none, write -NONE")
No.

Strwl

Town

County

NOTE: The particular office at which you registerto vote,
or whetheryou decline to register, remain confidential and
will be used only for voter registration purposes.
BELOW COMPLETED ONLY BY AGENCY
/cm SPECIAL ASSISTANT BEBBJTIUII OR TOWJV CLERK)
(Date Received by Agency)

[^FEMALE

/ swear or affirm that:
I am a U.S. Citizen
>l live at the address shown in Box 5 above
>l am at least 17 years old
•I have not been convicted of a felony, or
if so, my voting rights have been restored
'The information provided here is true
Signature

Name Under Which Registered
State

u

Today's Date:
WARNING: If you sign this statement even though you know it is untrue, you
Can be convicted and imprisoned for up to five years and fined up to $5,000.

BELOW COMPLETED ONLY BY REGISTRAR OF VOTERS

3ATE RECEIVED BY REGISTRAR RliOIb-rRARINmALlAPPLICATIONiSHEREBY:
DATENOTICE MAILED
_
r—•
—NOTICERETURNED
QACCEPTED •REJECTED • UNDELIVERABLE
DATE ENROLLMENT EFFECTIVE IF CHANGING PARTY REASON FOR REJECTION

Sponsored by Clje
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Students Prepare for Semester in Kathmandu
New Professor Sonam Gyaltsen Offers Seven Students a Taste of Tibetan Food, Dance and Culture
a BY BETHANY GROOME

*' Features Writer

Have you ever eaten Tibetan or Nepali
food? For the four students taking part
in the second year of the Kathmandu
Program, one of Trinity's new Global
Learning Sites, the answer to this question is yes.
On October 1st, these students, along

Students enjoy traditional Tibetan food.

with others, attended a cultural event
organized by Trinity's newly hired Tibetan language instructor, Professor
Sonam Gyaltsen, who thought it would
be beneficial for the students to experience a few of the delicacies of Tibet and
Nepal, before spending their semester in
Kathmandu. "I am not only here to teach
Tibetan language. I want to expose the
students to Tibetan and Nepali culture,
and to have fun while learning. Teach- •
fag 'about the culture helps to make sense

cook some Tibetan and Nepali specialties.
The first of the many planned cultural
events was attended by nine students,
and was hosted by fellow student Sally
Powers. Gyaltsen and one of his Tibetan
friends, Kelsang, served as our teachers
in the kitchen. '
The day began with flour, water and
lots of kneading, as we all pitched in to
make traditional Tibetan flat-bread,

PHOTO COURTESY OF BETHANY GROOME

"We believe in spending more time
with ourselves and others, and less time
chasing material happiness," says
Gyaltsen.
The Kathmandu Program was designed by Trinity College Professors Judy
Dworin and Ellison Banks Findly as a
means for students to gain first hand experience of Asian culture and religion.
Last spring, I was one of seven students
:whffl"spent.the'semester studying Tibetan language, religion and culture in

called pah-leh. Completing the breakfast
were fried potatoes with spices, somewhat similar to American homefries.
Then we all sat down to a traditional Tibetan breakfast of potatoes, pah-leh and
Tibetan butter-salt tea.
Most of the students had never tried
this tea before and their reactions were
mixed. When visiting a Tibetan home or
monastery, it is customary to offer the
guest seemingly endless cups of tea. This
salty beverage is integral to many Tibetan social customs.
After breakfast, we began to prepare
the ingredients for our lunch. The menu
consisted of the Nepali national dish, Dal
Bhat, a thick lentil soup served over
steaming white rice, and the popular Tibetan steamed dumplings called
momos. Kelsang prepared the Dal Bhat,
while the students prepared momo filling, a combination of meat and vegetables.
The two experts instructed the students in the art of making momos,
which involves some artistic dough-folding and a lot of patience. Most of the students caught on right away, while 1
discovered that my momo skills were
lacking. As we prepared the food, we listened to traditional Tibetan religious
music, and some popular Tibetan songs
as well.
Before sitting down to lunch, Gyaltsen
brought out an assortment of traditional
1
Tibetan clothing that he had bought for
the students to wear. The Tibetan dress,
called chupa, has both a male and a female version and is still worn by many

tellects stimulated.
For the students participating in the
Kathmandu program, this event lent
some valuable insight into what lies
ahead for them. Ben Flaccus '02, one of
the students going to Kathmandu in the
spring, commented, "first of all, food always interests me. But, it was nice to have
a preview of what we will be doing next
semester. We are feeling so impatient.
Everyone keeps telling us how it is going to be in Nepal and we just want to
go. But at least this gave us a taste."
Even students not planning to visit
Nepal can take advantage of this wonderful opportunity to explore and be
stimulated by another culture.
Later in the semester Gyaltsen is planning on holding a larger Tibetan cul tural
event, which he hopes will be attended
by any interested students and faculty.
The attractions will include a film
showing, a slide show of Tibet and Nepal,
and Tibetan merchants selling traditional food, clothing, crafts and jewelry.
This event will also be a chance for students to ask Tibetan men and women
questions about their lives as refugees,
_ their religious beliefs and anything else
of interest.
Gyaltsen ultimately hopes that curiosity about Tibetan culture will generate interest in a Students for a Free Tibet
club at Trinity.
Students interested in information regarding the Kathmandu Program should
contact either Proj. Dworin or Prof.
Findly. For information about future Tibetan cultural events, contact Prof.

"It was nice to have a preview of what we will be doing
next semester. We are feeling so impatient. Everyone keeps
telling us how it is going to be in Nepal and we just want
to go." -Ben Flaccus '02
of the language," says Gyaltsen.
"My philosophy is that teaching is
learning and learning is teaching. It's like
yin-yang, I learn from the students too,"
he adds.
To fulfill his goal of exposing students
to Tibetan culture, Gyaltsen has planned
a series of cultural events. These events
are required for students enrolled in the
program, but are also open to other interested students.
Gyaltsen is a native Tibetan who was
born and raised in Nepal. After having
been in America for a number of years
and then returning home, he says that he
appreciates Nepal more now than before.
Gyaltsen feels that Himalayan culture
has a lot to offer people regarding the
foundations for happiness.

Kathmandu, Nepal. I had never tasted
any Tibetan or Nepali food before arriving in Kathmandu. Fortunately, I found
that 1 loved it. Aside from the great food,
Nepal is a dream for Anthropology and
Religion students.
While exploring Kathmandu, I did not
have to walk far before coming across
another temple, monument, or monastery. The city is an incredibly diverse
place, rich in a variety of cultures. I was
deeply affected by the religiousness of
the people in Nepal, and it inspired my
future plans to study Anthropology as a
graduate student. Since returning from
Nepal, I have been craving the food that
I had come to appreciate. I was thrilled
at having been invited to join this year's
group of students in learning how to

Learning a traditional dance.

Tibetans in Nepal, although many
young Tibetan men opt for jeans and Tshirts. After donning our cultural attire,
we sat down to eat the meal we had prepared. Gyaltsen taught us a Tibetan
verson of saying grace, which we repeated before we started our feast Everyone agreed that the meal was delicious.
After lunch, Kelsang us a brief lesson
in a few types of Tibetan dancing. After
the day of eating and learning, we all left
with our appetites satisfied and our in-

PHUlU LOUUl tSY OF BE1 HANY OROOME

Sonam
Gyaltsen
at
sonam.gyaltsen@mail.trincoll.edu.
This article is thefirst in a seriesoffeatures examining the various studyabroad
programs offered by the college. Ifyou are
interested in sharing your abroad experiences.please contact eitherjames Cabot
or Brian Nanos at x2583, or e-mail them
at James.Cabot@mail.trincoll.edu or
BrianNanos@mailtnncoll.edu. Loohfor
an upcoming article from students who
participated in the South Africa program.

Along The long Walk
WILL YOU WATCH THE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES TONIGHT?
BRYAN
ARMSTRONG'02

"Even as a political science major,
this debate has no
salient issues to
anyone below the
age of 65, so no."

MATT GRAYSON '04

RONI ZACSH '04

"I watch a little bit
when the Mets
aren't playing. The
Met's aren't playing
tonight. I'll be
watching!"

"It depends on
how much work I
have to do. I'd like
to watch, but my
teachers are
demanding."
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The Internet and Trinity
DailyJolt provides on-line resource for community
'%.

BY JAMES CABOT

Features Editor

In past years senior Duncan
Pearson has had a hard time
finding out what's going on on
campus. Parties and events
aren't advertised well, he says.
Furthermore, he receives so
many Quick Posts (QPs)
through his e-mail account
each day that he does not have
time to check them all. The
Trinity web site is not as informative about social events,
games and lectures as he would
like it to be. Fortunately for
Pearson and other students like
him, there is now an entire web
site dedicated to the Trinity student: www.trinity.dailyjolt.com.
"The DailyJolt has simplified
my life considerably," says
Pearson. "Now I don't have to
spend hours searching for oncampus events, I have maximized my party efficiency."
Run by Barrett Bijur '01 and
Reed Wilmerding '01, the
DailyJolt provides the Trinity
community with a variety of
information, schedules, and
even on-line forums. The goal of
the site is to "meet the needs of
the students in ways that (the
Trinity) educationalsites don't,"
says Bijur.
The concept behind the
DailyJolt was created last
spring by then Amherst senior
Andrew Collins. U has now
leges and universities in North

America and Europe. Each
school's site has the same basic
look but the
information
provided is
completely
customizable

Additionally, both seniors row
together in the men's light-

by school,
says Bijur.

Over the
summer
DailyJolt employee Josh
Vajcovec '97
contacted
Bijur about
running a Trinity page. Bijur in weight crew program.
turn recruited Wilmerding. The
Bijiir and Wilmerding estitwo received a packet from the mate that 10% of the Trinity
company, and launched community has visited the site,
Trinity's site on October 1st. They and that the number is growing

site by December. Bijur sees
pizza places, bars and other
businesses
targeting
students as
being potential advertisers.
Bijur and
Wilmerding
are quick to
discuss the
on-line forums. They
are "open
and honest
forums," Bijur says. Recent issues discussed include the
presidential debates, Trinity's
cable system, racial issues and a
variety of sexual themes. Profes-

"We have the ability to totally do away with QPs."
- Barrett Bijur '01
estimate that they have spent a daily. They have received posicombined thirty hours a week tive feedback from both stuworking on the site. They are dents and professors. "Thejok is
not paid based on hours, how- a fabulous place for information
ever, but on the number of visi- without having to plow
tors to the site. Regardless, they through a ton of QPs," says
say that they are not paid par- Amanda Gifford '03. Ultimately,
ticularly well.
Bijur and Wilmerding hope that
Both Bijur and Wilmerding their site will replace Quick Post
come into the venture with (QP) communication at Trinity.
some computer experience. The "We have the ability to totally
two have collaborated on an- do away with QPs," says Bijur.
other Trinity-related site:
Additionally, users can cuswww.trinityrowing.com. tomize the site so that they only
Wilmerding has taken Intro to see information that they are inInternet Reporting, and Bijur is ,. teiested. in. For example, stutaking the course this semester dents who only want to know

about film, theater and fraternity parties can choose to only
receive information from those
groups. "The whole idea here is
to make things easy for the student," notes Bijur.
The DailyJolt is truly a comprehensive web site. Academic,
ath letic and social schedules are
presented, along with restaurant reviews, an on-line marketplace, quick polls, forums, even
weather forecasts. Although the
company currently handles all
of the advertising, Bijur and
Wilmerding hope to have local.
companies advertising on the

sor Robert Peltier is encouraging Bijur and Wilmerding to
start a literary forurn. Some of
the forums are serious, others
quite funny. Guests from other
schools with the DailyJolt can
post comments alongside Trinity students. Comments can be
posted anonymously.
Another fun feature is a quick
on-line poll that changes regularly. Recent polls include
which candidate Trinity students will vote for in November,
how many days they will be offcampus during Trinity Days,
and whether they sleep in the
nude. The current poll measure
simply asks, "Do you smoke
cigarettes?" As of press time,
14% of respondents say yes, 34%
say socially, and 51% say no.
One of the most popular features is party pictures posted to
the site. In a way Bijur and
Wilmerding are innovators
within the DailyJolt family,
since they pioneered this practice. Other schools have adopted
their party picture idea. "College
kids love pictures," says Bijur.
"The pictures are great, a fun
way to see your classmates..."
agrees one on-line participant.
"I look forward to seeing our
school's drunken fools," adds
Ann Grazing'01.

see DAILYJOLT on page
fifteen

Trinfo. Cafe: Internet Access for the Neighborhood
BY BRIAN NANOS

Features Editor

If for some reason you have
actually seen the building with
the blue, green, and yellow sign
that reads "Trinfo. Cafe," you
might have wondered what
kind of cafe-it is, and what it is
doing across the street from the
College. I know at least two
people who have questioned
what exactly it is doing there
and if it is actually affiliated
with our college. Therefore, I
thought it reasonable to find out
what this "animal called 'Trinfo.
Cafe" is.
Unless you pay absolutely no
attention to what goes on here
(and Trinity students are actually capable of those levels of
apathy), you know that Trinity
College has taken the initiative
to create programs that improve
the community that surrounds
us. One of these programs, the
"Smart Neighborhood" is headquartered at the Trinfo. Cafe.
The Smart Neighborhood is
Trinity's attempt to make the
advantages of the Internet
available to the community
near the campus. The Smart
Neighborhood program works
on the belief that access to the
Internet breads knowledge, and
that giving the local community access to this knowledge
will go far in improving it. According to it's own web page,
The Smart Neighborhood Program created the Trinfo.. Cafe
with the official goal of
"host(ing) a friendly location in
the neighborhood where local

residents, community based
organizations,
churches, and
merchants can
work together
on technologyrelated issues
and make better
use of information technology-"
The Trinfo.
Cafe itself is less
of a cafe and
more of a computer center
nnfo. Cafe at 1300 Broad Streef
that serves the
local community, Think of Cafe will be able to support itwhat the MCEC computer lab . self by giving low-cost Internet
would be if it had better deco- access to local businesses and
rations and more comfortable hiring out computer consultchairs and it served the commu- ants. It is hoped that, by this
nity instead of the College. The time, those working in the
Trinfo. Cafe is located at 1300 Trinfo Cafe will be from the
Broad Street, just north of the Neighborhood, although now
Learning Corridor. Like the most of those who work in the
Corridor and the Boys and Girls Cafe are from the College (there
Club, the Trinfo. Cafe has a is a work-study program availclean, new look
that sets it apart The inside of the Trinfo. Cafe
•" from its surroundings.
In fact, the
Trinfo Cafe is
now in its second year of operation. It will
a *' IF"!
exist with a
grant from the
college for five
moreyeaTS. One
of the Smart
Neighborhood's
hopes is that by
the end of these
five years, the

B

1 • '

•Hi

1

how to use computers and the
Internet. "Access only means as
much as what you know," says
Carlos Espinosa '96, Cafe Outreach Coordinator.
The computer workshops offered by the Cafe provide classes
as basic as an introduction to
computers, the Internet, or
other essential office applications (for example, word processing, spreadsheets, and
presentations). The intermediate classes, however, provide instruction on web design and
other more challenging aspect
of the computer. The most advanced classes include instructions on advanced web design.
yet.
Of the few students who have
The Trinfo. Cafe offers a variety of different services, most of ever heard of the cafe, some
them free, to local businesses, voice the concern that organizaorganizations, and churches tions and people who live in this
within a mile of Trinity College, community would have little or
including Internet access, an e- no use for a web- page or commail address, web space, and puter, "That couldn't be farther
free workshops. Soon, the Trinfo from the truth," exclaims
Cafe hopes to offer services to Espinosa. The Smart Neighborthose individuals who live in hood program is already prothe commu- viding services to 75 different
JAMES CABOT
nity.
To resi- business, organizations and
•»
r
- ••
i
dents
who schools, 53 of which currently
living within a have their own web pages.
15-block radius These include non profits like
(Between Zion Aids Project Hartford (http://
St. and Wash- www.aidsprojecthartford.org/),
ington St, and and schools such as Bulkeley
School
(http://
Ward St. and High
New Britain www.hartnet.org/health/),
Ave.) the cafe
The Trinfo Cafe is currently
offers
free open on Monday through FriInternet access, day from 8:30am to 7:00pm and
an e-mail ad- on Saturday from 10:00am to
dress,
web 3:00pm. These times largely despace, and will pend on how much response
soon offer free the cafe receives from the comworkshops on munity.
able).
. Currently,
the Cafe holds
offices for those
in charge of the
Smart Neighborhood program,
a
computer lab,
and an open
lounge with
couches and
public computers. The Cafe
part of the Cafe
is a planned addition, but does
not exist as of

i

1

¥ i
B
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Top Ten Things Left out of the
New Master Plan

10. Following Trinity Days with Naked Days.
9. Replacing Campus Safety officials with
highly-specialized robots.
8. Improving SGA.
7. Improving parking.
6. TeachingPsi-U to read.
S. Bringing back the good old days.
4. Enforcing the Tutorial College Honor Code.
3. Building a winning field hockey team.
2. Tunnels.
1. Student interests.

continue from page fourteen
Other than advertising, the
site is completely run by Bijur
and Wilmerding. The two seniors have control over what is
posted in the forums, and can
pull offensive material. Students and groups can submit
schedules that will be automatically posted by the site.
"Because it is run by students,
the site services students and
focuses on our needs and what
we want to know," says Gifford
The only question that re-

mains is who will take over the
site
when
Bijur
and
Wilmerding graduate. "It will
just be the two of us until second semester, when we will
hopefully hire and train a
younger student," says Bijur.
In the meantime, students
like Duncan Pearson will no
longer have to worry about figuring out what is going on on
campus. Everything that they
could want to know is gathered
in one convenient site. "I am
psyched," says Pearson. "Now 1
am back in the social loop!"
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CAREER SERVICES - UPCOMINGEVENTS
The Best Way To Predict Your Future Is To Create It...
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17
Boston Park Plaza
10:00AM-4:00PM Women For Hire Career Expo
6:00PM-8:00PM NESCAC Internet Careers Reception Boston
6:30PM-7:30PM Federal Reserve Board
Painter Room
Information Session
Resume Deadlines:
•
Access
•
Fall Recruiting Consortium. - New York - Resume Deadline
•
Readak Educational Services
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18
10:00AM-2:00PM Leadership Institute - Info Session
Mather Hall
6:00PM - 8:00PM NESCAC Reception Non-Profit Careers Boston
6:00PM-8:00PM Goldman Sachs Information Session Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall
- For students accepted for an interview.
Resume Deadlines:
•
EF Education
•
GE Financial Assurance Company

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 21
8:O0AM-2:00PM Free Practice LSAT Exam
MONDAY. OCTOBER 23
8:30AM - 4:30PM Andersen Consulting Interviews
12:00PM-l :00PM First Year Students
- Preparing for Law School Lunch
Rittenberg Lounge
6:00PM-8:00PM CMGI Solutions Information SessionWean Terrace Room B
7:OOPM-9:OOPM Great Hollow Wilderness School
Rittenberg Lounge
Information Session
7:O0PM-8:OOPM Louis Dreyfus Information Session
Alumni Lounge
Resume Deadline
• Fall Recruiting Consortuim - New York
- Application for Interview Deadline

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 24
9:00 AM
CMGI Solutions Interviews
9:00 AM
GE Financial Assurance Co. Interviews
9:00 AM
Louis Dreyfus Interviews
10:OOAM-4:OOPM Women For Hire Career Expo
New York City THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19
- Manhattan Center/Hammerstein Ballroom
'
9:00 AM
Goldman Sachs Interviews - Data Resources Group
5:3OPM-7:00PM Careers in Law and Government
6:00PM'8:00PM DataViz Information Session
Alumni Lounge
Networking Reception
Hamlin Hall
7:00PM-9:00PM Adams, Harkness &. Hill
Pfizer, Inc. Information Session
Library
in the
6:0OPM-8:O0PM
Painter Room - Smith House
Information Session
Chemistry
Building
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall
8:0OPM-9:30PM Behavioral Interview Training
Resume Deadlines
Students interviewing with Andersen
• Barra Strategic Consulting Group
Consulting are strongly encouraged tp attend.
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 20
BrassRing Diversity Forum
New York
9:00 AM
DataViz Interviews
2:00PM-4:0OPM Industrial Economics Information Session
Cambridge, MA
Resume Deadlines:
•
Bear Stearns
1
• ' ' Industrial Economics

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
9:00 AM .
Pfizer, Inc. Interview Date
3:00PM-6:00PM Graduate &. Professional School Fair
7:OOPM-8:OOPM EF Education Information Session
7:0OPM-8:3OPM J.P, Morgan Chase & Co.
Information Session

Terrace Rooms
Reese Room
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Attracting the Youth Vote
TALKING POLITICS

A Brian Nanos Joint

TlSCLS
PE.BI9-MAIU0
Your cards this week show Great
Strength, so now's a good time to get
your life in order, especially if you've
been stressed out recently. You're in a
good place to finish up projects and
plan your next steps. You're on top of
the world and if you work ahead, you
will stay that way..

VIRGO
AUG25-5EPT22
Either you're not seeing the big
picture or you're ignoring it in favor
of focusing all your energies on one
thing. You may think that it's a step
you have to finish before moving on,
but while your vision is narrow, the
world is passing you by. Step back
and catch up with it. There's

ARILS

ScoRrio

MAR 21 -APR 19
Time to get in touch with your
softer side. Romance is in the air and
you're feeling a little sappy. If you're
involved, spend some quality time
with your loved one. If you're single
and stalking someone, take a chance
and ask them out...or they might just
ask you! Just remember to complete
what you begin and you can't go
wrong.

TAURUS

OCT2J-NOV2I
See taurus. The spread is all about
money this week and according to
the cards, no one seems to have any.
Now is not a great time for you to be
betting on basketball or you will be
as upset as your #1 team. The NCAA
is notoriously fickle. Check back in
during pro playoffs. In the meantime,
stay on campus and enjoy some of the
free entertainment provided by
TCAC, AAC, and the Migrations Series.

APR 20-MAY 20

Your fortunes are shifting and
SAGITTARIUS
you're falling into debt. Stop charging
NOV22-DE.C21
up that credit card and pay off your
phone billl You may be envious of ; ;.Others;may think that you areatyour 'friends' stuff, bm'VhsteaSof try- ••'tempting the impossible, but you
ing to keep up with the Jones, just know there is always a way. The Page
spend a lot of time with them or uti- of Swords will guide you if you use
lize the concept of a loan. AT&T and insight, intelligence and grace. Your
your credit card company will appre- passion and mental agility will allow;
ciate it. So will you when you get the you to run circles around doubters.
next bill.
Keep working: if anyone can figure
out this puzzle, it's you.
• GEMINI
MAY 21 -X1N2O

I

The Hierophant represents the
seven vices and virtues of humanity.
You are in a stable place, enjoying social grace and strong rewarding partnerships but weakness and snobbery
are waiting on the other side. Pride
leads to the dark side of the force, so
stay loyal to those who support you
and be kind to children and small animals.

|j

CAPRICORN
DE.C2.2.-JAN \9
Oops! You're just now realizing
that you made a pretty bad choice
in the game of love. This has the
potential of being a major mistake,
but there may still be time to
straighten things out if you act
quickly. If you suffer from indecision, try listening to your heart instead of your head. Just don't wait
too long or you just may lose it all.

CANCER

JUN2.1-JUL2.2
Your sense of justice will come into
play soon. When confronted with a
sticky situation weigh all information
before acting. If you are compassionate and fair everyone involved will
benefit, use your creative side mother
areas of your life as well to find a comfortable balance of work and play.

LEO
JUL25-AUG2.2
Achieving peace with those closet
to you is sometimes difficult for you,
Leo. Your ultra-sensitive nature leads
you to take innocent comments personally even after he other person
wants to reconcile. To enjoy lasting
harmony, try to interpret things in a
rosier light and if you are concerned,
talk before acting. Your loving nature
will overcome in the end.

AQUARIUS
JAN2.O-TE.B 15
S-u-c-c-e-s-s. Savor the sweetness.
You have worked hard and shall
reap the benefits. Your accomplishments will serve you well in school
and that summer job search. But
don't get careless now. If you want
something done well, the best way
is always to do it yourself. Shouldn't
be a problem for you - you like being
in charge, right? Grab on with both
hands and run with it.!

L-I5RA

£~f~£

SE.PT25-OCT22

J.. •

Although the dream world you've
been living in may be pretty comfortable now is the time to face facts. You
may not like what you see, but the
problem isn't going to go away by itself. Even if the situation seems illogical and ridiculous to you, keep in
mind it may be important to someone else.
,

17,2000

When I decided to run for President of
the United States, I thought for sure I
would be able to use my candidacy to
pick up chicks. I thought, "What chick
wouldn't be impressed by a guy who
could be President?" What I didn't take
in to account is the total apathy that everyone under 65 has towards the political process. This means that in order to
use my candidacy to my advantage, I
have to wait until the closest nursing
home has its next social.
My problem is a direct result of one of
the greatest problems of our generation.
Everyone knows that today's young
people don't vote. Well, actually, this is
only a problem in one of every four years,
but wouldn't you know it, this happens
to be one of those unfortunate years.
You may not understand why it is important to vote. I mean, no one ever became suddenly popular because he
voted. No one has ever said "Look at him,
he's so sexy because he votes." However,
the politicians have realized that we
don't vote, and therefore young people
are largely ignored by the political process, Unless we young people take a sudden interest, the presidential candidates
of the future will debate over what percentage of the national budget should be
spent on providing the citizens with Depends adult diapers.
Whenever I see a poll showing that
most young people don't vote, first I wonder if the poll taker has taken into account a major reason that many young
..people don't vote. The problem is that if
most young people tried to vote, they
would be kicked out of the booth because they are "under 18." Now, we can't

student doesn't read the Tripod. However,
if a student were to maybe, by accident,
pick one up, he would look at the cartoons, the neat little arrow things in Pillow Talk, maybe read his own horoscope,
but rarely would a student read an actual article. Too many words.
If they want to attract young voters,
the candidates should use colored pictures, and maybe some nice arrows to get
their points across. Imagine how effective it would be if the Democrats printed
pictures of George W. Bush next to a big
arrow pointing down. Just by looking at
that picture, young people would be able
to tell who they should vote for without
even breaking a sweat.
If the candidates feel that they absolutely need to say something, they
should learn from the genius of our very
own SGA President J. Russell Fugett.
Russ, who last year rapped an entire
campaign speech, and this year is the
author of such gems as "there has been a
breach and you must impeach," has discovered that when you are talking to
young people, it's not important that you
say anything of substance. What's important is that what you say rhymes.
Why do you think that so many young
people like Eminem? A good slogan for
the Republican Party would be "Don't
vote Gore, he's a bore."
The first thing the parties should do,
however, is find a candidate who speaks
to the youth of our nation. No, I'm not
talking about Ralph Nader. I'm talking
about a guy whose charisma and winning smile can garner votes by themselves. This way, the youth wouldn't be
bothered with actually having to pay
attention to "issues," they could just look
at the guy and know who they were going to vote for.
A few years ago, Will Smith would

No one has ever said "Look at him, he's so sexy because
he votes."
hold that against them.
However, there is a large percentage of
youths: who are over 18 and still don't
vote. The major reason that young
people don't vote is that we don't care
about anything. Look at the average Trinity student. Sure, we get mad when they
take away all of our parties and make it
so that we can only occasionally eat
meals, but do we do anything about it?
Hell, no! Why? Because action involves
two things. First, it involves thinking,
and quite frankly, thinking makes our
heads hurt. Second, action involves actually doing something, and that's way
too much work for anyone our age.
Sure, some young people of today enjoy a good protest now and again. Youths
love getting dressed up in our Nikes and
driving the Jeep that our dad bought us
to a protest of Corporations and Poverty.
However, the process of thinking for ourselves has left many of the active young
people confused. Then, in our confused
state, we end up wasting our votes on
someone silly who has no chance of being elected, like Ralph Nader.
The majority of young people, however, don't get involved with the elections. Most of us are too busy trying to
figure out how to be popular and pick up
chicks to even notice that there is an election. However, I don't think that the apathy of our country's youth is our own
fault.
Rather, I think it is that fault of the
political parties. Both the Republicans
and Democrats are incapable of speaking to the young. But, the young don't
want anyone to speak to us anyway. This
is because when politicians speak, they
normally try to talk about issues and
facts.
In order to understand how to better
communicate with young people, the
major political parties should take a look
at how the average Trinity student reads
the Tripod. Well, actually, the average

have been the perfect presidential candidate, but then he made Wild Wild West
and lost a lot of credibility. This year, 1
think any party would win hands down
with Denzel Washington. Not only is he
a charismatic guy, but he's always playing the guy who beats up racists in the
movies. We'd love to have a president
who beats up racists.
Once the parties have selected appropriate candidates, they should completely change the way in which they
campaign. The parties spend too much
money trying to convince voters that the
other candidate is wrong. As we have
seen, young people don't care if he's
wrong. If the political parties want
people to show up to elections, they
should turn the voting into a literal
party.
I'm not talking about the "face painting and pony rides" parties that we have
at the party barn. With George W. and
his dad funding the party, I'm sure we
could have a great bash with free drinks
for everyone.
And with all of that money, I'm sure
George W. could afford to give great
party favors. To anyone who came to
vote last year, the SGA gave out water
bottles to raise the turnout at their elections, and boy, did it do the trick. George
W. could definitely afford to give out
little model electric chairs to everyone
who came out.
If I know anything about young
people, it's that we will do almost anything to get free stuff. If anything were
given away at elections, voter turnout
would raise considerably.
So, if political parties want the youth
to care about the elections, all that they
need to do is follow the advice that I have
given in this column.
If only they did this, youth voter turnout would be great.
Then, maybe, the fact that I am running for President could come in handy.

Large Cheese Pizza

on

Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

in Wesl JfonflW
|1.00 minimum
for delivery

w
w

Open 7 clays aweek -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$ 7.50
S 9.85
$13.00
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$ 9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie..,
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgt Pepperoni Special
$11.50
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 1.50
$ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.

CALZONES

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta. Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBG sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

w

Use your charge card
for any delivery,,.
($10,00 minimum)

Phiily Cheese Steak
$5.50
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Bacon
$6.25
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
'
$7.45
Chicken Parmigiana
$5.15
Eggplant Parmigiana
$5.15
Meatball Parmigiana ',l,.....;l...:..:;,.,.,;.,,,.....,..^...,...,;..;......v$5,15
Ham, Salami, Cheese.,..;
..$5.40
Ham & Cheese
,.,
;.'
$5.15
Turkey & Cheese
$5.15
Tuna & Cheese
'.. .....$5,15
Veggie & Cheese......................
$4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese ..,.....,..,
$5,40
Salami & Cheese
.$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese......
$5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
'.. $6.00
BLT& Cheese
--$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese
-$4.90
DINNERS
'•:•• .
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
•
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

A t i ' p r i c e s V l l l

Calzone
each additional filling

$4.90
$ .50

APPETIZERS
Buffalo Tenders
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)

,

:

. Mozzarella Sticks. „„.„,..„..,.,...,.
Onion Rings .,„,....,......
.....:.,..,.,
French Fries
Cheese Fries....;
Fried Dough
Breadsticks
Garlic Bread....
Garlic Bread w/cheese

(6) for $5.75
(12) for $6.00

.....(7) for $4.75
$3.20
$2.65
$3.70
,
(8) for $2,50
(8) for $2.50
$185
,
$2.40

Chips
SALADS

$.50

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
....;
Extra Dressing
•..

$4.05
$5.75
$5.75
$ ,50

DRESSINGS: Ranch. Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SODAS (one liter) $1.60
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

...(two liter) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

g Cheese1
Small Pizf u
present coupon • Coupori canriot be
;:• 'Must mention <?pupDh l f
d

^f'i:'&MSi

r

W

with purchase of any;..
Large Pizza

W s t present coupon - Coupon
cannott be combined.'.
C
.s ' • " '• :Must;mention coupon before ordering'. ; ;,'
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Some Unique Theater This Way Comes
Shakespeare's Masterpiece Macbeth Visits the Hartford Stage Company Through November 10
BY A M Y BUCHNER

Arts Editor

Once again, Hartford Stage
has given us a production to
ponder over long after the lights
have come up. If an engaging
performance is what one is after, there is no need to go down
to Broadway; fresh ideas and interesting drama are to be had
right here in downtown Hartford.
For just a little under eight
bucks, any Trinity student,
armed with an ID, can take a
trip to 50 Church Street an hour
before curtain and take advantage of the student discount.
Seven dollars and fifty cents is
a small price to pay for most of
the stellar productions performed at the Hartford Stage,
and is even a mere pittance for
their production of Macbeth.
While not one of his more
cohesive and successful works,
Michael Wilson's Macbeth is
still a worthy production.
What mars this particular production is a lack of unity among
the many ideas, themes, and images that Wilson employs.
However, despite some of these
problems, he has still created an
exciting and moving piece of
drama.
The entire production has a
gray-washed, drab look about it.
In place of colorful scenery, scenic designer Jeff Cowie, has
used the bare walls, pipes,
bricks and garage doors of the

More issues with time period Macbeth doesn't end with his forces him to do her bidding.
arise as the production goes on. blocking and stylistic choices. Wilson makes this Lady
The music, composed by John His casting also seems unortho- Macbeth a huge driving force
Gromada, with its faint techno dox. Denis O'Hare is a far cry behind Macbeth's actions and
beat, at first seemed ill fit to the from the typical Shakespearean makes it seem as though she is
1930s decor, but later meshed tragic hero.
using him to fulfill her own
quite well with the rest of the
Rather than a strong, physi- ambitions.
production. Its insistent beat cally dominant character exudThe supporting cast works
reinforced the factory-like pre- ing arrogance and power, O'Hare well together and strongly supcision of the production and the seems tiny on stage and his brag- ports each other to deliver a fine
overall theme.
gart oaths seem like a boastful group performance. The play,
However, the party at child's. Many of his soliloquies as a whole, marches forward at
Inverness suddenly takes a are delivered in hushed whis- a brisk pace, rarely dragging.
sharp turn away from 1930s pers. Wilson's Macbeth is an The fluid set of rolling flats and
decadence, and looked more Everyman. He makes a power- furniture keeps the action movlike an evening at Studio 54. ful statement by showing how ing, and the special effects are
While an interesting move by ambitions and the proddings of top-notch, especially the scene
Wilson, this dance scene a manipulative wife could drive in which Banquo's ghost apseemed out of whack with the even so meek a man as O'Hare's pears.
Macbeth towards such extremes.
remainder of the production.
Despite some of the conflictWhile this version of ing directorial choices and odd
The music was quite effective
and lent itself to choreography, Macbeth sometimes gets on moments, this production is
but the production did not. For one's nerves for being a bit of a definitely worth seeing, especially for the bargain student discount price.
"Wilson's different take on Macbeth doesn't end with his blocking
Even if this is not the most
and stylistic choices. His casting also seems unorthodox."
unified or best put-together
work the Hartford Stage has offered, it manages to uphold the
clothing in general was puz- the most part, Wilson seemed to cry-baby, and it sometimes suspense and energy of
zling. The different troops play the piece fairly realistically seems as though O'Hare's Shakespeare's masterpiece. The
wore everything from uni- so that, while visually stunning, Macbeth would be incapable of pathos for Macbeth is achieved
forms reminiscent of Nazi moments like Lady Macbeth performing all the acts that he and the audience is ever-inGermany to togs that looked leading the furniture down- does, it does make a unique and volved in the drama unfolding
onstage.
suitable for guerilla warfare. stage seemed too stylistic for the interesting choice.
Unless there was a subtle dis- rest of the production.
Macbeth is only the opening
O'Hare plays well against
tinction between the different
Wilson seems to have an Stephanie Roth-Haberle, his of a season of great works at
groups, it seemed strange that abundance of exciting ideas. It Lady Macbeth. The two seem Hartford Stage. Performances
each wore different uniforms. feels as though he should have an odd pair at first. The tall and run nightly through November
The secret servicemen who fol- picked some and discarded long-limbed Roth-Haberle 10. Tickets are $7.50 when purlow Macbeth provide a clever some of the. others that simply seems to envelop the smallish chased an hour before curtain
touch, but they seemed a bit did not fit with the rest of his O'Hare. But this serves towards with a Trinity ID. For more inmodern and clashed with the
, formation, s^ll the box office at
1930s feel
' " "**
' (860)527-5151
theater's stage, along with fluorescent lights, bars and institutional walls and doorframes to
elicit a stark, cold, ind ustr ial feel.
If many consider Macbeth to be
a killing machine, on this stage
in this production, he is merely
a cog inside of some larger instrument of the same purpose.
The stage's industrial feel is
complemented nicely by Susan
Tsu's 1930s-style costumes. The
costumes, for the most part,
evoke a feel i ng of decadence and
the atmosphere of the film noir
of the time.
However, the unity of this
image was at times disrupted by the more Elizabethan costumes in the
coronation scene, and the pirate garb worn by some of
the soldiers. The soldiers'

The Bushnell Delivers Musical Extravaganza
The Scarlet Pimpernel Plays 7b Hartford Audiences Through October 15
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

Arts Writer

The curtain rises on La
Comedie Francaise. Elaborately
costumed actors dance and sing
for your enjoyment. Suddenly,
a man in black marches with
soldiers in tow and halts the entire production. So begins The
Scarlet Pimpernel,
Set in France during the
Revolution, The Scarlet Pimpernel tells the story of Percy
Lord Blakley and his wife,
Marguerite. Percy, an Englishman in support of the aristocracy, takes Marguerite, an
actress at the Comedie
Francaise, for a wife. However,
on their wedding night, Percy
discovers that his new bride
has been aiding Citizen
Chauvelin in arresting the
noble families of France
whom Percy has been helping
tohide.
Crushed by her betrayal, he
becomes distanced from her

guerite has only been aiding
Chauvelin under pain of blackmail for her wild past, which involved an affair with Chauvelin
himself.
Percy, as the liberator of
French prisoners, assumes the
secret identity of the Scarlet
Pimpernel, the flower which
appears on his family crest.
Soon all of England and France
are buzzing with curiosity
about this mysterious Pimpernel who is so easily able to
thwart Chauvelin and his
troops. Even Marguerite is
drawn under the spell of the
daring freedom fighter.
When Armand, Marguerite's
brother and one of Percy's band,
is captured, Marguerite runs off
to Paris to save him.still unaware
that her husband is the Scarlet
Pimpernel. By this time Percy
has discovered, but not revealed
to his wife, that she is not a traitor after all, but has had her hand
forced by Chauvelin, and he
rushes to Paris to find her.
In Paris, Chauvelin easily

"The number 'The Creation of Man' kept
the audience giggling as the brave nobles
tippy-toed on stage waving handkerchiefs."
and hatches a scheme with his
friends to travel to France in disguise in order to help those under the iron fist of Chauvelin.
He is also determined to keep
his actions from his estranged
wife, whom he believes to be a
French spy.
As the story progresses, the
audience discovers that Mar-

captures Marguerite and uses
her and her brother as bait to
trap the Scarlet Pimpernel.
Percy arrives and reveals himself to Marguerite, and. with
the aid of his band they overpower Chauvelin and leave
him tied up and disguised as
the Scarlet Pimpernel for his
own men to find.

able, and he seems to exercise
his full singing ability with no
effort at all.
Paul plays a perfect Chauvelin,
displaying the maliciousness
with which he used his governmental power, as well as his remaining jealous passions for
Marguerite and their past together.
The set also delivers quite an
impressive performance. In seconds, Percy's living room became his study, as the tall
windows lifted upwards and a
bookcase and chairs slid in from
JOAN MARCUS
the sides. At no time during the
Members of the cast of The Scarlet Pimpernel perform at
performance did I ever see a
Hartford's Bushnell.
single stagehand. The lighting
The cast of The Scarlet Pim- equately communicated her is flawless, creating moods in
perneHs energetic and talented. meaning. Bodnar was quite shades of pastels: violet for the
Robert Patteri shines as Percy, adept a t expressi ng Margueri te's scenes of conspiracy, light blue
the swashbuckling fop. He and remorse at the estrangement of and yellow for the scenes of fophis circle of friends are wonder- her husband, and her frustra- pery.
ful comedie actors, especially tion at Chauvelin's manipulaThe score is slightly lacklusduring the scenes where they tion.
ter. It has a few memorable moput on a show as fashion-conHowever, she did have a bit of ments,
such
as
the
cerned gentlemen.
difficulty maintaining a French aforementioned "Falcon in the
As part of their plan to con- accent while speaking; at some Dive," "When I Look at You," and
vince everyone that they could points she sounded British, at "They Seek Him Here," but other
not possibly be the Scarlet Pim- other times, quite American.
than that, the songs were hardly
pernel or his daring associates,
The jewel performer in this distinguishable from each other.
the eight men put on a front of production was Aaron Paul in They weren't bad to listen to,
being completely preoccupied the part of Chauvelin. I was quite but if I were asked to hum one, I
with ridiculous hats and thelat- surprised todiscoverthathewas could only sing you back one or
est dance steps. The number the understudy for the part, be- two lines.
"The Creation of Man" kept the cause 1 think he was far and away
I would rate this musical at
audience giggling as the brave the best actor and singer in the four out of five stars. I certainly
nobles tippy-toed on stage wav- entire cast.
enjoyed it, and feel that it was
ing handkerchiefs,
The power of his voice during well written, especially in its
Marguerite is played by Amy the solo "Falcon in the Dive" was humor. And I will never forget
Bodnar, a fine soprano with incredible, especially the last the Prince of Wales hesitantly
wonderful expression. At some note, which was quite high for saying to Percy, "Oh...er...and by
points, her words were a little a man, but came from his throat the way...when you next go to
blurred by the orchestra, but the in a flawless wall of sound. France...bring me back one of
expression of her voice ad- Paul's singing range is unbeliev- those hats!"
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It "Shoulda" Been A Contender
The Contender Fails to Deliver the Goods

Joan Allen stars in The Contender.
BY SASHA BRATT

Arts Writer

Being a fan of the movies, sometimes it gets depressing hearing
about all the great movies that come
out in the fall and not getting to see
them in their first run. If I had a car,
it would make it easier to occasionally head over to the Showcase Cinemas of glorious East Hartford and
take in the latest blockbuster.
Being a college student, having no
car and having no money, 1 have

WWW.NYTIMES.COM

man Shelly Runyon, played by the
brilliant (and unrecognizable) Gary
Oldman. He digs into Hanson's past
to find certain questionable sexual
acts that she participated in during
college. The congressman turns the
appointment hearings into a sexual
McCarthy witch-hunt.
He is aided by a young congressman with the same party affiliation
as the senator, Congressman
Reginald Webster, portrayed by
Christian Slater. The trials continue
to delve into Hanson's personal life,
but she refuses to dignify the

"J had hoped that this movie would be of the same ilk
as some great political movies such as The Insider
and All the President's Men. Unfortunately, this was
not the case."
come to grips-with reality and accepted that I just have.to wait for the
summer to see movies on the big
screen, and until then, 1 am content
with Trinity's secret movie garden:
the Cinestudio.
That being said, when the opportunity came to get off campus and
to see a movie with good (what we
call in the business) buzz, it seemed
too good to be true.
On top of all that, I received the
tickets at no charge. So since I didn't
pay for the movie, I feel that I can be
unbiased, because if I paid eight dollars for this or any movie, I would
have to find something redeemable
about it.
The Contender is a political tale
that takes place in the immediate future. The plot is more or less
straightforward. The Vice President

charges with any kind of response.
This turns into the message of the
movie, a battle between politics and
personal life, and where the line
should be drawn.
I had hoped that this movie would
be of the same ilk as some great political movies such as The Insider
and All the President's Men. Unfortunately, this was not the case. This
movie tends to stray away from the
story and becomes too partisan.
No matter what your political affiliation, this movie tries to tell you
what to think, and I found that offensive. It basically tells us that
Democrats=good, Republicans-bad.
While Allen's performance is
good, her character is too unbelievable. She is too preachy, as is much
of the movie which would be
writer/director Rod Lurie's fault,

We, being the budding journalists
that we are, can't help but rank Almost
Famous as one of this week's must-see
movies. This story of a young journalist sent to cover an up-and-coming
rock band stars Billy Cruddup, Frances
McDormand and Goldie Hawn's
daughter, the beautiful Kate Hudson.
Just in case you can't take our word for
it, Roger Ebert says, "Oh, what a lovely
film. I was almost hugging myself
while I watched it." We hope that you
will be hugging that cute guy or gal
that you see it with, but if you must see
it alone, give yourself a hug. There is
no shame in that.

Looking for an alternative to Advil
to dull that killer headache that one
gets around Midterms? Look no further. We have come up with the solution. Instead of trying to cure
something that is never going to go
away anyway, why not capitalize on it?
All you have to do is put Disturbed's
debut disc The Sickness into your CD
player. This album delivers, according
to The Stage, "bone crushing, spine tingling, melodic ROCK." It is true, this
band really is "the band your momma
warned you about."

If you are one of those people who
has time to read in their spare time (unlike us weary editors), lucky you! You
have the chance to read Kerouac's
Desolation Angels. Even better than On
the Road, in this novel we get a glimpse
into Kerouac's mind as he tries to explain his view of the place of religion
in tlje,"B,cat mystique."

If you like one play, just think
how much you'll like nine! Don't
miss the 10-Minute Play Festival
this Thursday, October 19 at 4:15
and 8 PM in Seabury 19. Come see
nine student-directed plays selected from among the finest
short-play classics. Admission is
free.

Shelton Shines In Pierrot
Lunaire At Austin Arts
BY ADRIAN KUDLER

Arts Writer

"Every time Pierrot Lunaire is performed, you are presented with a
problem: what else to put on the program," explains Professor of »Music
Gerald Moshell, who staged Lucy
Shelton's performance of the piece
for the October 14 and 15 recital at
Austin Arts Center's Garmany Hall.
Moshell and Shelton tackled the
problem by working with the ideas
of text and speaking and incorporating some of the influential ideas
presented by Arnold Schonberg in
his experimental Pierrot.
"No matter what your political affiliation, this movie
The first half of the program contries to tell you what to think and I found that
sisted solely of soprano Shelton's
singing and MoshelPs piano-playing.
offensive."
They
began
with
Igor
of the United States has died unex- and we are lead to believe that she is Stravinsky'sThree Tales for Chilpectedly, and the President (}dl a woman above women, and too good dren, three short and lively pieces
culled from popular Russian
Bridges) is in search of a suitable re- for personal scrutiny.
By the end of the movie, I was dis- children's stories.
placement.
The third, "Song of the Bear," fit
As an incumbent President, he gusted that it became so formulaic;
knows that this decision is going to it tried to be too smart, and it failed with the proposed themes of spoken
be his "swan song." The modern to tell a good story. I didn't go to this word and text particularly well;
overtones are more than noticeable, movie to find out how to be a better Moshell spoke the story, while
with President Clinton in constant person; I went to this movie to see a Shelton interjected with the songs of
the characters.
good story.
search of his "legacy."
Sergei Rachmaninoff's Vocalise
I
was,
to
say
the
least,
very
disapThe obvious choice seems to be
the bipartisan Democratic Governor pointed. The only high note was the worked in quite the opposite way.
Jack Hathaway. He is popular on absolutely fabulous, hilarious, yet Shelton had no words to work with,
both sides of the aisle and has just very believable performance given rather she used pitch and volume as
been noticed as a national hero be- by Jeff Bridges. The main reason her tools in this mellifluous and
cause he risked his own life trying to that I could stomach this movie was melancholy ballad. The piece was an
save a woman from drowning. Presi- not because 1 wanted to see Ms. interesting approach to Moshell's
dent Jackson Evans decides against Laine Hanson prevail and be exon- themes, dealing with lack of text,
Hathaway's appointment and in- erated, but instead, because I wanted rather than particular words as a
stead opts for a relatively unknown to see when the President was going centerpiece.
The third piece, Sequenza HI by
Senator, Laine Hanson (Joan Allen). to come back into the scene. But I
Her appointment hearings are don't think that was the director's Luciano Berio, incorporated the
techniques of both of the first two
lead by ultra-right winger Congress- intent.

pieces, and proved as experimental
as Pierrot. The song, one of fourteen
works written by Berio for solo instrumentalists, featured only
Shelton. She emerged holding a
book, speaking to herself, pacing
around, experimenting with the
various sounds her voice produces.
She laughed, cried, walked
around, sat down, expressed emotions ranging from nervous to
bawdy, all the while flexing the
range of the human voice. Brief
snippets of text, written by Markus
Kutter, were interjected into the
busy performance. Phrases such as
"for a woman," and "a truth," were
toyed with in the same manner as
Shelton toyed with her voice, to a
confused, but purposeful end.
The end of the first act came full
circle, back to more of Stravinsky's
children's stories told in both Russian and English. The Owl and the
Pussycat, which Shelton sang in English, tells the traditional tale of the
two animals who go to sea and end
up married.
The performance was playful and
fun, sang as if to a child and befitting the text well. The final piece,
Recollections of My Childhood, was
similar to the first, consisting of
three short stories. The text of the
pieces volleyed between Russian and
English, working back and forth
with the sounds of the two languages and fitting them together, so
they seamlessly told one story.
The first part of Moshell and
Shelton's program set the stage perfectly for Pierrot Lunaire, presenting the ideas of the manipulation of
text and the spoken word that are
See PIERR OT on page twenty
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True North Brass To
Play At Trinity's Chapel
Arts Editor

The Trinity College
Chapel's new "Twilight Tuesdays Series" will begin its
season with True North
Brass and organist Charles
Miller October 24 from 5:306:30 PM in the chapel.
The new series hopes to
provide excellent musical
events at a time that is convenient to the Trinity community. John Rose, Chapel
Organist and Director of
Chapel Music, as well as the
conceiver of this series, tried
to find a time in-between
the workday and the evening
for the community to "revel
in glorious sounds."
The series will not only
provide an evening concert,
but also a pre-concert reception in the Friendship
COURTESY OF JOHN ROSE
Chapel from 5-5:30 PM. This
The
"real"
Canadian
brass,
True
North
Brass.
will give Trinity and'Hartford community members a Canadian brass" by Fanfare schedules, fear not, the conchance to socialize and un- magazine and have been ap- certs are scheduled for an
wind before the musical plauded by many more.
hour without an intermisevent begins.
This exceptional group, sion.
Rose feels that the con- accompanied by Charles
If you can't make the True
certs will also give the com- Miller, Director of Music and North Brass, be sure to look
munity a chance "to enjoy the Arts at Center Church out for the next event in the
the beauty of the chapel." So Hartford, and featured recit- series, Jonathan Biggers,
many people on campus are alist at Piccolo Spoleto, concert organist, when he
forced to simply "run past Charleston and York Minis- plays on November 14,
the wonderful architecture." ter Cathedral, England, will
The series continues on
Tjae.Twili.gJvt Series vull give
f
C e r l
WfcYyone an df^oftonity to
enjoy great music as welJ as
the chapel's gorgeous archi"The Twijight Seriesi will give everyone
tecture and phenomenal
:
an opportunity to enjoy great music as
acoustics.
>. : .
;;• The first concert in the sewell as the chapel's gorgeous architecture
ries features the Canadian
and phenomenal acoustics/'
Brass Quintet, =Ttue North
Brass, as welHas organist
Charles Miller bn Trinity's Howard Cable, Czardas by Nicolas Kynaston (February
5,000-pipe organ. The quin- Monti, Grand Dialogue by 13) and Trinity's own John
tet boasts trumpeter Stuart Gigout and more. Don't miss Rose (March 13). Also, in a
Laughton, previously a this rare treat.
special concert event, the
founding member of The
Admission is free for the Eton College Choir of men
Canadian Brass, as one of its Trinity community, $7 for and boys of Windsor, Enfive musicians. Laughton, the general public, and $4 gland will visit Trinity on
along with acclaimed musi- for seniors. The opening re- Monday, March 26 at 7:30
cians Scott Irvine (tuba), ception begins at 5 PM and PM. For this event, general
Alastair Kay (trombone), the recital commences at admission is $20.
Joan Watson (horn), and 5:30 PM.
For more information on
Raymond Tizzard (trumpet),
For those with pressing the "Twilight Tuesdays Sehave been called "the real evening plans and busy ries" call (860) 987-6210.

continued from nineteen
ever present in Schonberg's
piece.
• The second act, composed
entirely of the three sets of
seven poems that make up
Pierrot Lunaire, realized the
ideas presented in the first
act. The piece is written in
sprcchstim,so it is both sung
and spoken at different
points, In Part 1, Shelton
lounged on a chaise, sang to
a bottle of wine, and acted
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Dispatch Makes Its Debut In New Haven
blazing electric sounds compiled
with the blue lights which
Arts Editor
turned to green and red held
even my friend's attention. He
Last Tuesday night while most didn't even hit the bar once durTrinity students were catching ing this whole performance.
up on those extra assignments
Following "Bang Bang" was
our professors assigned over "Lightning" which is one of my
Trinity days, I was fortunate to be favorites on the CD, but to hear it
able to make it down to New Ha- live was incredible. The use of
ven to see Dispatch (previously the hand drum by Heinbold
known as One Fell Swoop) open added to the rhythm and imfor The Samples at Toad's Place. proved its overall quality. NumDispatch first formed in 1995 ber seven was an acoustic
at Middlebury College under the version of "Prince of Spades."Just
name "Woodriver Bandits." They in case you have the CD, let me
later became "One Fell Swoop" tell you that the recorded version
and then, in early 1999, "Dis- does not even come close to hearpatch." They are a combination ing this version live. The whole
of the sounds of Brad Corrigan place was jumping up and down
(Denver, CO) on drums, Pete and dancing and screaming at
Heinbold (Riverside, CT) on bass this point. I later listened to the
and vocals and Chad Urmston recorded version and was very
(Sherborn, MA) on electric gui- disappointed. Number eight was
tar and vocals. What distin- "The General," which was also
guishes Dispatch from many excellent. And the final song,
other bands is the fact that they "Bats" was a perfect end to the
show, similar to the first song in
often rotate positions.

M

out the words with a shawl.
The section ended with "Der
kranke Mond (The Sick
Moon)," as Shelton crumbled
to the floor in despair.
The mood changed
abruptly for Part II, in which
Shelton emerged from between curtains, wearing
sunglasses and singing mischievously. During this section, while singing such
playfully morbid poems as
"Galgenlied (Gallows Song),"
and "Enthauptung (Beheading)," she sat and stood on
the piano and interacted
with the musicians.
The mood stayed high for
Part HI, in which Shelton
entered from the back of the
room, paced about, stood on
boxes and once again sang to
the cellist. The piece was
brought back down again
with "Heimfahrt (Journey
Homeward)," and "O alter

"If I said that 'Open Up' was [the] best
song, I am clearly having decision
problems. Once 1 heard 'Bang Bang' 1 was
sure that this song was best"

The sound of Dispatch is
somewhat. Marleyesque.. In fact,
Corrigan admits this, when he
says, "Influences? Rage Against
the Machine, Sublime, and
ey. That pr»etty muqh covers
P&tf ferrfb^lcKcatos it "an
eclectic mixture of funk and
rock. Influences include Peter
Gabriel, Cat Stevens, James
Brown and Parliament."
Dispatch played nine songs
before turning the stage over to
The Samples,- They opened with
"Cover This" which was excellent. With Pete Heinbold on guitar and vocals, it was hard for me
to decide which I liked better,
Pete in his Italian soccer jersey or
the music. This was followed by
"Even" which I think sounds better on the CD. Number three was
"Open Up" which has got to be
oneof the band's bestsongs. Next
came "Bullet Holes" which was
also excellent. The lighting was
definitely a plus, and added to
the overall effect of the song. It
started off with a yellow light
which turned to red during the
solo. Pete Heinbold has got to be
one of the best young guitarists
Duft (O Ancient Scent)," as out there.Just watching him solo
Shelton lay down on the is simply incredible. It makes you
sofa, took her shoes off, and wish you had continued piano
lessons when you were a kid.
fell asleep.

Pierrot Lunaire At Austin Arts

I

Dispatch is No Croaking
Bullfrog A t Toad's Place
BY DIANA POTTER

BY A M Y BUCHNER

t
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terms of that upbeat funk-rock
sound.
After the show, all three members of the band came out to sign
CDs, posters, tee-shirts and
frisbees. "Fana-are what makes
this band,5 says Pete Heinbofrl;
"We wouldn't be able to play
without people there to watch."
But I don't think Dispatch has
anything to y?pny about. More:
people turned up to see Dispatcl
play than they did for The
Samples (at least in the under 21
crowd). Shanrion Coaly, 15, from
Westport, CT, says of Dispatch, "I
went to a concert last spring in
Toquet Hall in Westport and
they were really awesome there
and I have liked them ever since.
They're awesome."
Mike Burton, a friend of the
band who sells merchandise,
says "What they enjoy most is
playing a great set and afterwards coming out to talk with
fans. They really enjoy doing
that."
Watch out for Dispatch as they
continue to rise on the charts.
Just last week they were number
fifteen in internet sales. They
beat out Sting and Three Doors
Down. "They are the only band
on that list with an independent
record label," says Burton. DisIf I said that "Open Up" was patch will be playing at WillDispatch's best song, I clearly am iams this coming Saturday,
having decision problems. Once October 21, at Connecticut ColI heard "Bang Bang" I was sure lege Friday, November 3, and at
that this one was the best. The Colby, Friday, December 1.

What is so unique about
Moshell and Shekon's staging of the piece is that the
singer herself was acting out
the scene, something never
done with Pierrot Lunaire.
ii
V."
•' I
1
In addition, singer and
"X
conductor together decided
to present the work in both
• ••'••
rl English and German, which
,1
i i • " 11
is a rarity.
The result, however, was a
daring and entertaining performance that dealt head-on
with the recurring themes of
text and speaking presented
by Schonberg's piece.
Shelton and Moshell clearly
had a,firm grasp on what
they were dealing with, and
expertly built a program
" T T P : / / W W W D I 5 P A T ( :HMUSIC.COM/PAGES/ON_STACEHTMt
t L..
that honored the influential nDispatch live at Greenwich Academy. If they can get them
and novel Pierrot Lunaire. why cant we?
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Develop software for a
progressive, award-winning,
computer software company
involved with the latest
technologies.
Come to our Information Session on
October 19th at 6:00pm in the Alumni Lounge
and learn what we offer our employees.
Pizza and soda will be available.

We need enthusiastic
software developers!
&

!'

BONUS!
Free Raffle!
Win A Palm™ Handheld!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Around LECTURES
Trinity...

Wednesday, October 18

AT has noticed a rash of automobile thefts and vandalism occurring
on campus. What's going on? I mean
Gone In Sixty Seconds was a great
movie - well it was a movie anyway but somebody must have really had
the pen and paper working vigorously in the theatre to pull this sort
of thing off. How do you break into
a presumably locked car, hotwire the
son of a fun and take off without a
dorm full of people or a relentless
Campus Safety squadron noticing
you?? And to do it 10 times! AT, along
with everyone else, can only hope
that these Nicholas Cage wannabes
are found before anyone else has to
utter "Well, I was parked there..."
Whip It
Apparently some of our young ladies were feeling a bit frisky at the local dive this weekend. They were
inspired to get nearby males to spontaneously expose, shall we say their
"processed beer disposal units" in the
middle of the bar. Fellas, we've
proved once again that we will do
anything so long as it is ridiculous
and degrading. In fact if there's beer
involved:; we'll do it twice'. Let's just
pray no one had a camcorder, or Trinity could be featured on the next Real
TV., and the especially small blurred
out area could be embarrassing foe
some
Speak to Microphone... er,
megaphone
Speaking of frisky ladies, one individual somehow gained access to a
bullhorn this weekend and proceeded to harass late night revelers as
they attempted to enjoy their fine
beverages in peace. AT realizes that
some establishments in this area play
their music kind of loud, but for
God's sake, there's no harm in just
crossing the beer soaked floor and
addressing someone in a reasonable
fashion, is there? When voice amplifiers end up in the wrong hands, its
time for us as a community to wake
up and see the warning signs. If this
sort of thing keeps up, AT's running
for the border this weekend. The last
thing we need is a party barn full of
drunk women singing "Girls Just
Wanna Have Fun" through portable
mike amps.
It's a Barbie World

On Saturday night, a senior belle
hosted her 21st Birthday party at her
nearby home. Although the Eastern
European bus driver spoke no English, he managed to deliver and return busloads of rowdy students to
and from the house. Despite many
funny outfits along the Barbie theme,
ranging from Exercise Barbie to
Transvestite Barbie, the prize went to
a couple dressed as Steve Irwin, the
Alligator Hunter, and his sidekick
Linda. How that fits with and Ken
and Barbie theme baffles AT, but they
get an A for effort.

Wednesday October 18

12:10 PM

4:15 PM

PREHSCO Study Abroad Program at Trinity is
proud to present: "Los Espacios Femeninos y su
Proyeccion Literaria," a lecture by Professor
Ascension Sanchez Fernandez, University of
Cordoba, Spain, in Terrace Room C in Mather
Hall. Reception is to follow.

Wednesday, October 18

8:00 PM

"Can We Pin Down Equality?" will be presented
in the McCook Auditorium. This is a symposium
featuring Duncan Foley of the New School and
John Roemer of Yale University. Sponsored by
"The Individual & Society Reading Group," as
part of the Trinity College Center for teaching and
research. All are welcome.

Wednesday, October 18

8:30 PM

"Sexual Assault Awareness: A Survivor's Story"
will be presented by Adrienne Ortolano, a rape
victim of Alex Kelley in McCook auditorium.
Sponsored by the Sexual Assault Task Force.

Friday, October 20

8:00 PM

The Shirley G. Wassong Memorial Lecture by
Paul Goldberger, architecture critic for The New
Yorker magazine and executive editor for the architecture for Architectural Digest will be presented in McCook Auditorium.

*Monday;iO<itober 30

10-Minute Play Festival
On Thursday, October 19 at 4:15 PM and 8:00
PM Theater and Dance directing students will
perform ten-minute plays selected from among
the finest short play classics. The same bill of
plays will be performed twice at 4:15 PM and 8:00
PM. Part of the Seabury 19 New Work Series.
Seabury Hall, studio 19, 3rd floor. Admission is
free.

Studio 47 Dance: Heidi Latsky
On Wednesday, October 25 at 7:30 PM New
York-based dancer and choreographer Heidi
Latsky premieres a solo work, along with a piece
created for and performed by Trinity Theater and
Dance students. Seabury Hall, Studio 47, 3rd
floor. Admission is free.

Twilight Tuesday Chapel Concert

On October 24 at 5:30 PM the True North Brass
Quintet with Charles Miller, organist, will perform at the chapel. The event is free to the Trinity
Community, there will be a pre-concert receptions with light refreshments beginning at 5:00
PM.

8:00 PM

"The Facts of Fiction: History vs. the Imagination in Holocaust Writing," the Blanchard W.
Means Lecture, presented by Berel Lang, professor of humanities at Trinity College will be presented in the Rittenberg Lounge in Mather Hall.

Wednesday, October 18

17,2000

PERFORMAN

"The Sacro Bosco, Paintings from Ancient
Woods in the Province of Umbria, Italy," by Associate Professor of Fine Arts Joseph Byrne, as part
of the Newer Faculty Brown Bag Lunch Series
sponsored by the Trin ity College Center for Teaching and Research will be presented in the Alumni
Lounge, Mather Hall. All are welcome.

Rollin with the homies...

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - OCTOBER

4:30 PM

African Studies and International Studies presents Dr. Subithra Moodley-Moore, Sociology Department, Trinity College, who will be presenting
"Employment Equity in New South Africa" in Terrace B in Mather Hall. All are welcome.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, October 18
12 noon

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel
Carillon Lessons
Change Ringing Lessons

5:00PM
6:00 PM

Thursday, October 19
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

6:30 PM

Friday, October 20
Muslim Prayers
Crypt Chapel

12:15 PM

Saj^fday, October 21
5:15 P M ' '

'

Service of Prayer &
Worship

Sunday, October 22
4:10 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

EVENSONG with
Chapel Singers
Holy Eucharist Service
Crypt Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass

CINtSTUDIO
THE DISCREET CHARM OF THE BOURGEOISIE
Wednesday, October 18

7:30 PM

(France/Spain, 1972) Directed by Luis Bunuel. Written by Bunuel, Jean-Claude CarrieTe. Cast: Delphine
Seyrig, Stephane Audran, BuUe Ogier, Fernando Rey, Jean-Pierre Cassel. A surrealist and a comic observer of life, Spanish director Luis Buftuel loved to stick it to the bourgeoisie. And what better opportunity than at a Parisian dinner party, where smugness is on the menu along with haute cuisine. However,
once dreams and fantasies intrude, social niceties are taken over by drug deals, radical terrorists, and
more. Presiding over the chaos are three divas of French cinema, Delphine Seyrig, Stephane Audran and
Bulk Ogier. It's been a long time since the Academy has handed out an Award (For Best Foreign Film) to
a film this blatantly subversive! 105 min,

SUNSHINE

Thur. - Sat., October 19-21
Sat., October 21

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(Hungary, 2000) Director: Istvan Szabo. Screenplay by Szabo and Israel Horovitz. Cinematographer:
Lajos Koltao. Cast; Ralph Fiennes, Jennifer Ehle, James Frain, Rosemary Harris. Ralph Fiennes snares
with Laurence Olivier that rare, luminous presence that works equally well on stage and on the screen.
In Sunshine, Fiennes soars in the demanding roles of a grandfather, father and son, in a story that follows
three generations of a Jewish family in Hungary. Director Istvan Szabo (Mephisto, Colonel Redl) paints
a portrait of the Sonnenschein family as they survive the storms of history: the complacency of the
Austro-Hungarian empire, the obscene brutality of the Nazis, and the ruthless reprisals of the Communist era. The Central European Jewish experience of assimilation and betrayal has rarely been portrayed
with such rich complexity on screen. "Heartbreaking and thrilling historical sweep. HHH"- Roger Ebert.
170 min.

CECIL B DEMENTED

Fri. & Sat., October 20 & 21

10:30 PM

(2000) Written and directed by John Waters. Cast: Stephen Dorff, Melanie Griffith, Alicia Witt, Maggie
Gyllenhaal, Mink Stole, Ricki Lake, Patricia Hearst. Revolting against the philistinism of mainstream
movies may.be a hopeless cause, but John Waters has a hell of a time wondering "what if?" Cecil B. Demented (played by a frighteningly blond Stephen Dorff) is the leader of a anti-Hollywood guerrilla group
made up of a former porn diva, a Satan-loving makeup artist, and a dazed n'sexually confused actor.
Their plan? How about kidnapping a pampered star (Melanie Griffiths), when she comes to Baltimore
for a premiere? After surviving a really bad haircut, the reborn actress starts to join in the fun, from
staging attacks on multiplex theaters to infiltrating the set of a sequel to Forrest Gump. You can be sure
that Divine is looking down from wherever and enjoying his mentor's newest foray into tasteless excess
88 min.
-compiled by Christine McCarthy•McMorris
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Mather Artspace

DataViz Info Session

"Bookhouse Boys"

Opening on Tuesday, October 17 and running
for two weeks in the Mather Artspace is a collection of artworks in various media created by inmates in Connecticut Prisons. They were done in
art classes by the Prison Arts Program of Community Partners in Action. The program is directed by jeffery Greene.

Attention programmers! Develop software for
a progressive, award-winning computer software
company involved with the latest technologies.
Info session to be held October 19 at 6:00 PM in
the Alumni Lounge. Pizza and soda will be available.

On Thursday, October 19 from 9:30 PM to 12:30
AM the Bookhouse Boys will perform at the Bistro, Koeppel Student Center. Alt. Bev. ID required.

Careers in Health Care
Explore a career in Alternatice Healthcare at
the University of Bridgeport. Colleges include the
College of Chiropratic and the College of Naturopathic Medicine. For more information and an
application, call 1-888-UB-Chiro or (203) 5764108.

Wood Cut Illustrations
On Thursday, October 19 at 4:30 PM, Barry
Moser will be lecturing on the making of woodcut illustrations for the KingjamesBibk. Will be
held in the Vernon Social Center. A reception is
to follow the demonstration, and Mr. Moser will
be signing books at Gallows Hill following the reception.

'A Celebration of Women' Fall
Fashion Show 2000
On Sunday, October 22 in the Marriott in
Farmington from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM the Business and Professional Women's Club of Hartford,
INC presents guest speaker Gina Barreca, Fashion Show Moderator Janet Peckinpugh, and fashions by Garnet's of West Hartford and Catherine's
of Wethersfield. Advanced reservations are required, cost is $25.00. Call Elizabeth Barisano at
(860) 586-5106 for more information. Benefits
B&P'WC's Community Services Projects and
Scholarship Fund.

Macbeth
William Shakespear's Macbeth is currently
being performed at the Hartford Stage, 50 Church
St. The show will run until Novermber 11, call the
Hartford Stage for tickets and more information.

A Taste of Brazil
The William Benton Museum of Art at the
University of Connecticut Storrs campus presents "A Taste of Brazil," a photographic journey
done by Miguel Rio Branco. The exhibit runs from
October 26 through December 21. On Friday, November 3 there will be a Brazilian Carnival in his
honor, tickets are $12 regular admission, $10 students. Call (860) 486-4520 for more information.

Latin American Film Series

On Wednesday, October 25 at 7:30 PM two free
films, "Nicaragua-No pasaran" (directed by David
Bradbury) and "Fire From the Mountain" (based
on the writings of Omar Cabezas) will be shown
in McCook Auditorium. The films will be preceded by a brief presentation and a discussion of
the film will follow.

Pipescreams

Spiritual Writings of World
Religions Series

On Friday, October 27 at 7:30 PM the Greater
Hartford Chapter of the American Guild of Organists will dress in costume and perform their
traditional Halloween program of spooky organ
pieces. The concertwill take place in the United
Methodist Church of Hartford, 571 Farmington
. Admission is free, call 523-5132 for more info.

From 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM come to the Interfaith
House, 155 Allen Place to take part in this series
on the New Testament, an interdenominational/
interfaith exploration. Dinner will be provided.

Wyclef Jean
On Saturday, October 21TCAC brings Wyclef
Jean to Trinity College. Tickets are $5 for Trinity
Students and $10 for Trinity guests (only two
guests per student please) and are on sale in
Mather all week. The concert will be held in
Ferris Athletic Center.

80's Party
On Saturday, October 21 TCAC hosts the annual 80's party at the Vernon Social Center. The
party will run from 10 PM to 2 AM. Alt bev ID
required. Tickets must be bought in advance and
are on sale all week.

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this quarter with the easy
camp Campusfundraiser.com three hour fund raising
event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are filled
quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Part Time Positions Available
flexible hours, working with other Trinity students
Call Jerry at Morris Package 246-3595

WRITERS WANTED
See your name in print!
Write for trie Trinity "Tripod
staff meetings are Tuesdays at 9:30 PM
Tripod Office
(Jackson Basement)

Community Service

NOWPLA

Capital Information and Tours

Showcase Cinemas - Buckland Hills Mall
This schedule is for Friday, 10/13/00 through Thursday, 10/19/00, unless other
wise noted. Movie schedules may havechanged since press time. Please call the
theater to verify times and features.
Almost Famous
Best in Show
Bring It On
Digimon . .. • -:
Dr. T and the Women
Get Carter
Ladies Man
Lost Souls
Meet The Parents
Remember TheTitans
The Contender
The Exorcist
Urban Legends: Final Cut
What Lies Beneath

12:40 PM, 3:25 PM, 6:40 PM, 9:35 PMt 12:10 AM
12:05 PM, 2:15 f>M, 4:20 PM, 6:50 PM, 9:10 PM,
11:20PM
12:00 PM, 2:10PM, 4:20 PM
1:00 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:00 PM
12:20 PM, 3:30 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:20 AM
12:55 PM, 1:35 PM, 3:15 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:50 PM,
10:10 PM, 12:20. AM
1:10 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:30 PM
12:10 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:40 PM,
11:55PM
1:15 PM, 1:45 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM, 7:45 PM,
9:45 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:00 AM, 12:30 AM
12:45 PM, 1:05 PM, 3:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 6:45 PM, 7:20 PM,
9:25 PM, 10:00 PM, 11:55 PM, 12:20 AM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 4:10 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:30 PM,
9:50 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:25 AM
1:20 PM, 4:35 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:35 PM, 10:10 PM,
12:15AM
7:05 PM, 12:10 AM
9:30 PM, 12:15 AM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
This schedule is for Friday, 10/13/00 through Thursday, 10/19/00, unless otherwise noted.
Movie schedules may have changed since press time. Please call the theater to verify times
and features. Price $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
Space Cowboys
The Watcher

2:00 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:30 PM, 8:00 PM
2:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:00PM, 7:30 PM, 9;00PM

Looking for volunteer tour guides for the Legislative Office Building and the State Capital. Use your
speaking skills to teach others about the legislative
process, state history, etc. of this great city, trainign
is provided For more information callJim Cromwell
st 240-0222.
•- '

American Red Cross
Will be training volunteers to help disaster vic'tim's. Volunteers will provide food, clothing, and
shelther after disasters, mostly office fires, yolunteers are also needed to teach .Health" care .instruction; classes suchas CPR, firs* aid, or child care.* For
information,call loraHobsbnat678-2793,.; .y"'' "•'

Connecticut P u b l i c T e l e v i s i o n ancf ;
Raetto (CFI!V]L i V;^ i,."'""• ^ f . . . '•••••'•';
• "Will be holding its annual NovemJber, Membership Campaign from Octobers! through November 14. Volunteers, are needed to. answer phones."
There areniany shifts available, so call Carol Scully
at 278-5310 to sign up.

Spanish Instructor

• A Spanish instructor is needed on a volunteer
basis to teach City of Hartford Employees from now
•until December 12 on Tuesdays from 4:45PM to 6:00
PM. If Interested please call Joel Sanchez at SINA.

Debate Team Coach Needed

: • Hartford Public High School debate team,'is looking for someone to coach them.'Righfnow the most
immediate need is oh Wednesday between-2:00 PM
and 430 PM, although help is also needed on Fridays from 12:30 PM to 2:00 PM and for Saturday tournaments. If interested call Rafie Podolsky at
232-7748.

AIDS Project Hartford
Looking for volunteers in numerous areas. Call
Michelle Peters and jeannie Kinsella at'951-4833.

Tutors Wanted
Once a week for 16-18 year olds. Call Mirabel
'Sanchez or Kevin Henry at 723-2380.
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Women's Tennis Loses to Women's Soccer
Tufts, Finishes Season 6-3

Continued from page 28
was played with determination
the right side, Bantam defend- from Bantam forwards, lead by
ers made themselves vulnerable sophomore Lilly Ceaser.
to another offensive threat by
Although the team played
Tufts.
with tenacity until the final
Trinity's YoungSquad is Ready to Compete in New Englands With ten minutes remaining whistle, the game ended with
Despite the disappointing on the clock, Tufts scored their an unfortunate 3-1 score favorfor tightly contested and very
'"*- B Y SHANE EARLY
exciting doubles matches, loss Saturday, the team had a third goal off a head ball re- ing the Tufts squad.
Sports Writer
while many of the singles great season and has high hopes ceived from a dangerous cross
The Trinity women's soccer
matches wentall three sets with for this week's New England into Trinity's box. The ball flew team has its final week of the
championship.
The women's tennis team tiebreakers across the board.
into the right side of the net, regular season ending with
The real bright spot on the Co-captain Becky Mate '02 making the score 3-1.
came into their match against
Middlebury this Saturday, and
Tufts with a 6-2 record. The day was the play of Trinity said, "the team's really looking
The remainder of the game it promises to be a great match.
team was on a roll, having won freshman Diana Goldman. forward to New England's and
each of their previous five Goldman's superb play were hoping to defend our pothroughout the season has al- sition as third in the east."
matches.
For the team to retain last
This streak included a 9-0 lowed her to successfully take
victory over NESCAC rival over the team's number one year's position as the third
ranked team in New England,
Bates and two impressive wins singles position.
over the University of Hartford
"Her play has really been out- the Bantams will have to
and the University of Connecti- standing," said coach Bartlett outplay teams that beat them
cut, both of which are Division referring to Goldman. On Sat- during the regular season.
Despite this fact, both Mate
and
Coach Bartlett remained
Thanks to the development of the team's
confident in the teams chances,
younger players the squad finished the
"The tournament setup really
favors us," said Bartlett.
year with a 6-3 record, earning Coach
Mate emphasized that the
Bartlett her ninth consecutive winning
hard work the team has put in
season.
all year has prepared them to
make a strong showing this
One programs.
urday the Bantams freshman coming weekend.
Unfortunately, the team was star was able to easily dispose of
With another successful seanotable to extend their streak to her singles opponent, despite son under their belt, the
six straight victories, as the having to play with an injured Women's tennis team will take
Tufts squad proved to be too shoulder.
to the court this week in hopes
much for the lady Bantams.
Under the tutelage of Coach of making the final prepara•In-a hard-fought match that Wendy Bartlett the team has. tions for a successful showing at
lasted nearly four hours, Tufts showed continued improve- the New England Championwas able to sweep all three of the ment, as the season has pro- ships.
doubles matches and win five gressed.
The tournament will take
of the six singles matches.
Thanks to the development place on October twenty-first
Though the 8-1 score is rather of the team's younger players and twenty-second at Amherst
lopsided the match was actu- the squad'finished the year with College. The women hope to at
ally very well contested. The a 6-3 record, earning Coach least place third in the compecontinued improvement of the Bartlett her ninth consecutive tition, as they did last season, if
Matt Wikstrom '01 says, "where you going?"
not better.
Bantams' doubles teams: made. winning season.

Men's Rugby

SIDE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $7.95
16" Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50onmed. $1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

GARLIC BREAD

(16")

$4.95
:

$3.00
S1.99
$.50

H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . MED S10.00 . LARGE S15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

GRINDERS

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

16" Whole
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . ...$9.00
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $8.50
. . . . . . $8.50
. . . . . , $8.50
. . . . . . $8.50
. . . . . . $8.50
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . . $7.90
. . . . . $7.90
. . . . . $7.90
. . . . . $9.98

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 11:00 AM TO 2:00 AM
__**FRE1
DELIVERY**,
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
•""MM I

With !ft7.0n Minimum Purchase

I COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (fingers)
2 Liter Soda

SALADS
S6.00

Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.

$5.75

Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

ANTIPASTO

S5.75

TUNASALAD

55,25

Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers,

GREEK SALAD

S5.25

T O S S E D S A L A D ......
Italian, Crearny Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
thousand Island, and Lite Italian.
Extr» Dressing '-...'..:. :'..,., •.'.','. .v.v.': .•'...;

$1.95

Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.

.406

8

Zhe ftest &kza (or Zke f?est &rice

Toppings &ctia

Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.

(10)

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

Additional toppings $2.00 each
••4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII

CHEF SALAD

$4.95

CHICKEN HNGERS

CHIPS

$15.00

CHICKEN SALAD

$5.25

MOZZARELLA STICKS (8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FRIES

SHEET PAN PIZZA

8" Half
. $3.95
COOKED SALAMI .
. . .. $3.95
PASTRAMI
. . . . $3.95
GENOA
. . . . $3.95
HAM
. . . . $3.95
TURKEY
$3.95
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF . , .
...,$3.95
TUNA
...,$3.95
COMBO (2 kinds of above)' . . . . . . $ 4 . 5 0
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA . . . . . . . $ 3 . 9 5
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA . . . . . . . . $ 4 . 2 5
CHICKEN CUTLET
...,$4.25
$4.25
VEAL PARMIGIANA
VEAL CUTLET
. .$4.25
. . . . $4.25
STEAK/CHEESE
. . . . $3.95
MEATBAUS
SAUSAGE
. . . . $3.95
B.L.T.
....$3.95
....$3.95
VEGGIE/CHEESE
....$4.99
ITALIAN

WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)

Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Get A Second
Large Cheese For

$

SJS

•2,00 OEf

FHEE'

Large
Cheese Pizza

2 LITER SODA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza

•LOO OFF
Medium
Cheese Pizza
2 C M S OF SODA

F1EE;. .

Buy 16" Giant Grinder
And Get
1 BAG OF CHIPS &
ICANSOfiA
••:•• F 1 E E

Coupon CarVt Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order.

CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted In pesto sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pesto sauce.

WHITE PIE

MED $7.95 ... LARGE $9.95

Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.

WHITE CLAM ,

MED $7.95 ... URGE $9.95

Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH C H I C K E N . . MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fr.esh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.

HAWAIIAN

MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25

Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

PASTA AMP PINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE

. . . . $5.95

SPAGHETTI, ZIT! OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS

$6.95

SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE

$6 95

EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

$7 95

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

$8.95

VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

$7.95

BAKED ZITI

$7.95

MEAT RAVIOLI

.,

..;...

CHEESE RAVIOLI
VEGGIE RAVIOLI

D E S S E R T

$6'95

. . , $6ig5

:......
Includes salad and roll

.• \

••..;,

•••• -

v

, '

V ••>-• -.

$ a 9 5

.•••••

;
CheeseCake
. . ..<-;,)'.Y.:.j
•.;•.'•..:', . C , , . • $225
.Cappachino Chocolate Cake . . . . ,
. $225

'BEVEMGES

;

'^:;.x.--k"•,-•'•:.•

"'C::'':-

I,
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More Tough Times Shocking Discovery About a
for Field Hockey Trinity Cover-Up: Beiruuuut!
BY JUSTIN SUCHRUE

Sports Editor

A Lady Bant fighting fiercely against Tufts,

STORY BINGENNHMER

After Wednesday, Trinity
went into Saturday's game eager
Sports Writer
to obtain a victory. The Bants
came outstrong in the first half,
With only two games re- maintaining control of the ball
maining in the regular season, in Tufts circle.
the field hockey team hopes to
Great ball movement beend their season strongly. After tween the forward line and the
two devastating losses this past midfielders provided Trinity
^ § e k to Clark on Wednesday with multiple scoring opportuaratrte'n to Tufts on Saturday, • nities. Unfortunately, the Bants
the Lady Bants are looking to were unable to capitalize on
achieve two victories against their shots.
The defense was playing at
Wesleyan and Middlebury on
Wednesday and Saturday, re- the top of their game and
helped to set the pace of the first
spectively.
Although their record doesn't half. Junior goalie Jess Martin
reflect it, the field hockey team continued to play strong and
has been playing better than stopped' a stroke in the second:
ever. During last Wednesday's half. Nonethless, Tufts was able
game against Clark, Trinity to sneak two goals by and left
dominated the game through- with the win.
As the Bants enter the final
out the first half.
week
of their regular season, a
The Bantams played strong
with beautiful ball movement couple of wins would really be
and stellar defense. Sophomore a nice way to soften the disapdefender Susan Hoppock lead pointment of a losing season.
Many of the team's leaders echthe defensive effort all game.
oed
this sentiment. • . •
Hoppock stopped Clark's ofSenior tri-captain Mary
fense from penetrating the
circle and shut down their top Jacobs commented, "Our team
has grown this season. People
scorers.
Sophomore Emily Fleisher have really stepped up their
commented on Hoppock's per- game and improved their stick
formance during Wednesday's skills as well as their undergame, "Susan Hoppock is my standing of the game. It would
be such a reward to close the
hero!"
Junior forward Heather season with two victories."
The field hockey team knows
Standring was the spark for the
offense. Standring scored that the season isn't over yet and
Trinity's only goal in the first they will continue to play
half to put Trinity ahead one to strong right through to the very
end.
zero.
The field hockey team's next
Unfortunately, Clark answered Standring's goal with game is at home this upcoming
two of their own in the second Wednesday, the eighteenth, at
4:00pm.
half.
BY ALICE ROBINSON

I CREATED AIRBORNE

AIRBORNE)
C

F

:•;; Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web site

f

& www.AirborneHealth.com
J a

or call 1-800-590-9794

|

'AIRBORNE WOTtKS U K E MAGIC1S

{AIRBORNE

EmrnresoeM- COLD
Fomuu
C
F u u
Sold in most Drug Stores or via.ourweb site

www.AiAomeHealth.com-,
or call 1-800-59O-9794

M

While navigating the Trinity
Website the other day, I made a
fascinating discovery: the sports
section does not include information on one of Trinity's oldest and finest athletic traditions,
popularly known as Beirut.
Contrary to popular belief,
Beirut did not get its name because of the bombing arc of the
ball when it is shot. Rather, the
game is named after Johnny
Beirut, who attended Trinity
when it was still Washington
college, and located where the
present day Capitol is located.
In my last article (about the
Olympics) I wrote that sports
should be labeled "events" or
"activities" if the essential element of scoring, or tallying
points, is missing.
Therefore, I am willing to
concede that Beirut is an "activity," but the competitive nature
of Beirut is too apparent and the
fun had by all who play it too
large for it to not be recognized
as a great way to mix hand-eye
coordination and drinking to
create a Trinity pastime.
For those who are not privy
to the intense nature of the
game, or who likewise have
never been inside A.D., Beirut is
begun by lining up triangular
formations of cups (one or two
on opposite sides of a large
wooden board, depending upon
whether you are playing oneon-one or two-on-two) and filling them to the height of three
fingers, roughly.
Yes, you'll find the occasional
B.A. Barachus (Mr. T in the ATeam) who thinks that filling
them higher arid drinking them
for his female opponent boosts
his machismo, but in general,
these ten-or-so cups are less
than half full, easily. .
Now it's time to find two
ping-pong balls, one for. each
team, and begin, firing away. It
occurs right around this,part of
the game that you begin to get a
taste of just how important
Beirut is to Trinity students.
One. does this by observing the .
expressions of the participants.
Eagerness.combined with hap-

piness in its purest form is the
best way to describe the countenances of Beirut players.
If you and your opponent
make your respective shots one
after the other, you get to go
again. The more arc, the softer
it will land, and in this editor's
opinion, the best way to sink the
balls.
There are some other elements to Beirut that are requisite of good, fair play. If the ball
lands in your cup, often times it
will begin swirling around in
the Dixie before settling in the
proverbial "beast" or "natty ice"
brew that Beirut is traditionally
sponsored by since its conception.
At this point, you may blow
on the ball and force it to jump
out of the cup. This facet is often the source of heated controversy.
After one team has sunk all
of its opponent's cups, the game
is over. Right? Wrong.

Okay, I'vediscussed the game
for the benefit of the weekend
hermit, the Cave employee, and
the random professor, all of who
may or may not know how to
play.
But I'm fairly certain that the
people reading this are going to
say, "Dude, like what's Sughrue
doing? We know how to
play...sheez."
This is fine. I propose that the
school or one of the fraternities,
like Sigma Nu, organize a Beirut
tournament for the entire
school.
Of course, I'm of the age when
school still held fun functions,
like the Lester Lanin concert on
the quad two years ago. (But
we're having Wyclef on the
twenty-first...he's got like three
good songs, if you count
"Guantanamera") I'm not sure
they're going to sponsor a Beirut
tournament, so that leaves it up
to the frats.
If every team gave fivedollars,

Yes, you'll find the occasional B.A.
Barachus (Mr. T in the A-Team) who
thinks that filling them higher and drinking
them for his female opponent boosts his
machismo...
There exists in the Beirut
Constitution a statute in article
II, paragraph IV, that calls for a
retaliation clause.
The opponent, under the
guidelines set forth in the
mighty Constitution signed by
such men as Adolphus Busch I,
: has the right to "retaliate," until
all of their opponent's cups are
gone. Although this rarely happens, this case calls for a one cup
vs. one cup showdown, until the
last man is standing.
Perhaps the best part of the
game is the intense physical
battle between shots. If the ball
careens off the rim and bounces
off the table, it's anyone's ball,
like a fumble.
Spectators become upset
when players are moving their
calves and shoes in search of the :
elusive ping-pong ball. But it
doesn't matter to the player,
once he has gotten his ball. It's
really fun to win those battles
after you've just shot the ball.

you'd have a nice pot. I suggest
co-ed teams, because it is so
much more fun to play that way.
Everybody is more polite, and
games are usually closer, but it
doesn't have to be that way.
The impetus for this article is
the great success I experienced
on Saturday night at a twentyfirst birthday party.
Alongside a dominant senior
girl with crazy, mad skills, I
played six games in a row before
leaving the table. We never lost,
and it was a great way to kick
off an awesome night at a fun
party.
To the cynics, cri tics, and crybabies who continually complain that "there's nothing to do
anymore...Trinity's weird this
year...campus safety blows," I
say: try starting your night off
with a little Beirut...it leads to
good things.
Of course, this editor encourages responsible, legal drinking
at all times, and buckle up!

Volleyball Goes 2-1 at Tourney
BY KRISTIN HACAN

Sports Writer

After a mid-season slump,
the Bantams Volleyball team is
looking forward to a promising
NESCAC tournament. This
past weekend the team traveled
to Connecticut College to battle
three teams from Maine: Bates,
Bowdoin and Colby.
The first match of the day
blended new talent and old
ways. The team jumped off to a
great start, only to see their lead
fizzle as Bates picked up the
momentum. Bates won the first
two games.
At this point the coaches decided to change the line-up
with Imnet Habtes '04 and
Anjuli Bala '02 starting. This
new line-up proved successful,
with the help of some great outside play by Habtes.

The Bantams would go on to
lose the fourth game, but with
the knowledge that some of the
new players could step up in the
clutch.
In the second match of the
day, Bowdoin proved to be a
small, threat as the Bants,
showed their vengeance toward
the teams from Maine. Trinity
picked up its first bagel, which
in volleyball means beating a
team fifteen-to zero.
This boosted the morale of
the team, as they went on to beat
Bowdoin in three games.
Isabelle Krusen '03 and Beth
Landry '02 played excellent in
this game, and can be crediting
with helping the team pickup
their level of play, with great hitting from the outside and
middle.
The last match of the day undeniably brought about the best
play from the entire team. Start-

ing at right side for the injured
Molly Roach '02, Kristin Hagan
'02 showed her ability to set
when necessary.
Landry and setter Christine
Horton '03 ran countless
middle attacks unplayable for
the other side, witft the help of
Landry's three foot vertical.
In the end three freshman,
Habtes, Su-Layne Walker and
Carolyn Walker proved that age
has no meaning in sports and
showed their talent under pressure.
Trinity lost the first game, but
never looked back, and won the
next three, shutting down
Colby's league leading outside
hitter.
Ending the weekend with a
2-1 record the team hopes for a
successful end to the season.
Trinity's next match is tonight
at 7PM down in the gym, versus
Eastern Connecticut.
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Cross Country Teams
Win Home Invitational
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The Sports Nut

Team is Ready to Race atAmherst on October 28
Todd Markelz ran another phenomenal
race, placing 19th overall with a time of
\J Sports Writer
25:09. Ryan Bak also ran an excellent
race with a time of 25:41, followed by
The men's and women's cross country teammate Jim Emord at 26:12, another
teams were champions at their home in- asset to the team. Ryan Lerner finished
vitational on October 7th. The teams in 26:29, Peter Bromka in 26:52, Steve
prepared for the meet by running on Coakley in 27:11 and Steve Napier in
Wickham Park's hilly course in the 28:57.
Jack Canning, Adam Selby and Geoff
weeks prior to the race. The interval
workouts paid off, bringing the teams to Long participated in the junior varsity
race. These runners continue to show
first-place finishes.
The women raced well, with a team their talent and ability to compete with
score of 23, ah ead of competi tors Babson, some of the top runners in the country.
BY CAROLINE LEARY

Competitors and spectators have witnessed the talent,
motivation and energy that make the teams successful
With each race the teams become stronger, which
shows promise for the larger meets toward the end of
the season.
University
of
MassachusettsDartmouth, Eastern Connecticut State
University and Rhode Island College.
Karen Roy '04 placed second overall
with a time of 20:04, followed by Liz
Brown '04 in 20:05, and Caroline Leary
'02 in 20:12. Kate Klein '03 was sixth
overall in 20:20 and Sarah Hackett '03
ran phenomenally to take eighth place
in 20:34.
Coach Suitor is excited about Hackett's
finish, noting that it was one of her best
races. When asked about her race, Sarah
said that she felt "pretty tired by the end,"
but was happy with her improvement.
She ran a gutsy race and maintained a
steady pace throughout the 5-kilometer
course,
Hackett was followed by Kristina
DePeau '04, who made a fantastic comeback from her injury with a time of
20:48. Stephanie Wezowicz '03, a veteran
on the course, ran a solid race in 22:05.
Coach Suitor is pleased with the women's
race, particularly with the personal
records many women achieved on this
difficult course.
The men continue to impress.the
crowds as well, finishing twenty-eight
points ahead of second-place Babson.
Senior captain Todd Markelz won the
race in 26:09. He was followed by Jim
Erriord '03 in 26:51 and Ryan Lerner '03
in 27;09. Steve Coakley '03 showed an excellent effort with his performance, finishing fourth for the team and fourth
overall in 27:22.
Steve Napier '02 was next for the Bantams, coming in at a time of 28:40, followed by Jack Canning'04 in 30:55 and
Mike Tobin at 37:07. The men shut out
the other teams, capturing the top 4
spots in the race. These runners continue
to show their strength and talent, wh ich
has led them to be one of the top teams
in New England.
Last Saturday, the Bantams traveled to
Boston to race in the Division I New England Championships. Although the
runners faced tough competition, they
showed their strength and ran well.
The women continue to improve as a
team, and placed 7th among Division III
teams and 21st overall. Leeann Rheaume
led the Bantams with a time of 19:12, followed by Kate Klein in 19:39 and Karen
Roy in 19:42;
Liz Brown ran a solid time of 19:59, followed by Caroline Leary in 20:17 and
. Sarah Hackett in 20:18. Kristina Depeau
gave, another strong performance, with
a time of 20:27. Daniella Bonanno finished in 21:45, followed by Stephanie
Wezowicz in 21:50.
This was a good opportunity for the
Bantams to run in a large, competitive
race in preparation for the Division III
New England Championships.
The men ran to a thirteenth-place finish, impressing the crowds once again.'

Competitors and spectators have witnessed the talent, motivation and energy
that make the teams successful. With
each race the teams become stronger,
which is promising in terms of the larger
meets toward the end of the season.
The Bantam Invitational gave the runners confidence, while Friday's race allowed the teams to prepare for the larger
meets at the end of the season.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIST

The sports nut travels the campus each weekend to find out what people are thinking about
various athletic issues that he finds interesting.
Catch him if you can.
This week, the Sports Nut made it all the way to
the A Ipha Delta Phi Fraternity House, to see
what some brigh t young studen ts though t of th is
past weekend's sporting events.
Sports Nut: "So guys, how do you feel about
football's big win over Tufts?"
John Davis '02 and Spencer Schulten '01: "Oh,
we were busy playing pong, but it's cool."

TWILIGHT TUESDAY
OCTOBER 24th, 5:30-6:30 pm
Free to the Trinity community

TRUE NORTH BRASS QUINTET with
CHARLES MILLER, organist

There may be a morefamous brassensemble
that hails from north ofthe border, but
True North is the real Canadian brass."
Fanfare
Delightful.. The playing is distinguished by
light tone and crisp attack, qualities that
sometimes elude True Northerners'
most obvious competitors."
The Montreal Gazette

Join friends and colleagues at a pre-concert reception
with light refreshments beginning at 5 pm.

A SONIC SPECTACULAR
DON'T MISS THIS ONE!
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Sports Editor's Quiz
1) Who is the only American League baseball
player to hit over 400 home runs and 3,000 hits?
2) Who was the league leader in rebounds this
past NBA season?
3) What major league baseball team had the
highest number of home runs, collectively, and
what was the number?
4) Who is the first professional hockey player to
score over 80 goals in a season?
5) Who is the only Trinity College alumnus to
participate in the Olympics and when?
6) Who is the Trinity Bantam?
Submit Your Answers to Tripod@mailtrincoll.edu
The Winner Will Receive A Hefty Reward in the form of beer!

Men's Football @ Bowdoin - October 21,1:30 PM
Men's Soccer vs. Clark - October 24,3:00 PM
vs. Amherst - October 28,11:00 AM
Women's Soccer @ Wesleyan - October 17,3:00 PM
@MddIebury - October 21,11:00

\

Volleyball vs. Eastern CT-October 17,7:00 PM
@ Coast Guard - October 21,9:30 AM
@ Western CT -October 24,7:00 PM

.

Field Hockey vs. Wesleyan -October 18,4:00 PM
"@ Middlebury -October 21,11:00 AM
Women's Tennis ©Amherst (New England Championships), 10/21-10/22
Golf @ Middlebury (New England Championships), 10/22-10/23
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Football Victorious Against Women's Soccer Not
Able to Handle Tufts
Both Hamilton and Tufts
Team is Now 3-1 for the Season and Intent on Improving

•. B Y ALISSA CREVIER

Sports Writer

The Trinity women's soccer
team hosted its final game this
past Saturday. Honoring senior
tri-captains Marisa Eddy, Karen
O'Keefe, and Jessica Ritter, the
Bantams battled through 90
minutes of back and forth play.
Despite the overall effort, Tufts
University came out on top
with a 3-1 win.
From the opening whistle,
the Bantams applied intense offensive pressure by doubleteaming Tufts defenders with
every opportunity. Clearly
dominating the flanks, the Bantams consistently threatened
the opposing team's defense.

Because of Jessica Ritter's
strong offensive efforts in the
box, a Tufts defender shoved her
onto the ground to prevent a
goal from being scored.
As a result, a penalty kick was
awarded in Trinity's favor.
Karen O'Keefe stepped up to the
ball and confidently placed it
into the lower left corner.
Tied at 1-1, both teams battled
for possession for the remaining
ten minutes. Several direct, corner, goal, and indirect kicks
were awarded to both teams
throughout the remainder of
the first half.
Although Trinity's midfield,
led by Marisa Eddy, consistently dominated when the ball
needed to be taken down out of
the air, Tufts controlled the field

Although the team played with tenacity
until the final whistle, the game ended
with an unfortunate 3-1 score favoring
the Tufts squad.
Quarterback Greg Ward '03 about to fire a pass.
BY SHANE EARLY

Sports Writer

After a disappointing loss to
Williams two weeks ago,
Trinity's football team was able
to bounce back with a 16-0 defeat over Hamilton College last
week. The Bantams were able to
control the pace of the game, as
Hamilton was never able to pose
a legitimate scoring threat. The
young Trinity defense was able
to stifle Hamilton throughout
the game, continually limiting
the Hamilton offense to three
iand out drives.
With a 2-1 record coming into
this week the Bantams prepared
for Tufts University, who had
pulled of f two straight-wins and
also came in with a 2-1 record.
This game was critical in the
NESCAC standings - the victor
would be vaulted up to the top
of the league, while the loser
would face the possibility of
being two games behind the
league leader.
. The game started off on a bad
note for the Bantams as star
running back, Brian Fabrizio
'03, was injured less than half
way through the first quarter.
Fabrizio had already rushed for
41 yards on just three carries,
when a high ankle sprain sidelined him for the rest of the
game.
Despite the loss of Fabrizio
Trinity's offense was still able to
perform well against an experienced Tufts defense. The Ban-

First Downs
Rushes-yards
Passing (att-cotnpinc-yards)
Return yards
Punts-avg
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
Time of Possesion

tams ran nearly eighty offensive
plays and were able to control
the clock for mosLoLihe. game
Freshman tailback Tom
Pierandri wore down the Tufts
defense rushing for over a hundred yards on thirty carries.
The Bantam offensive line
.helped pave the way for
Pierandri, and was also able to
avoid a Tufts pass rush that had
been dominant over the previous few weeks. Thanks to the
elusive play of quarterback Greg
Ward '02 and a strong showing
by the offensive line, the Tufts
pass rush was never able to become a factor.
Thanks to the hard work of
the offensive line, Ward was
given the time he needed to run
the Trinity offense. Ward
passed passed for 208 yards and
two touchdowns on Saturday.
Leading the Bantams receiving core were Junior Mike
Indelicato and sophomore
Kevin Waters. Waters, the
Bantam's leading receiver, had
six catches for 51 yards, while
Indelicato, a converted quarterback, also had six catches including a five yard touchdown
reception with three seconds
left in the first half.
The Trinity defense was able
to make big plays throughout
the game on Saturday. Building
off their shutout of Hamilton,
the defense was able to put the
Bantams in a position to win.
Except for a late fourth quarter
drive, the Tufts offense was
never really able to move the

TEAM STATS
Tufts
Trinity
9
18
32-110
43-131
29-12-3-149
44-22-1-208
133
9-36.6
1-0
6-59
26:54

209
6-32.3
2-2
6-3
33:06

STORYBINGENNElMER

An unlucky break through with their crafty one-touch ball
Trinity's defense lead Tufts to a movement. The first half ended,
corner kick opportunity. The Tufts clearly setting the pace of
quick,, driven ball into the 18 - thegamewithal-lue.•... ..., .:
y p
yard box allowed Tufts to capiThe Bantams came into the
three Tufts passes, including an talize on Trinity's unorganized second half with intentions of
interception that was returned defense.
playing with a high-pressure
28 yards for a touchdown by
During a scramble in the box, defense. Within the first five
strong safety Gavin O'Reilly '03, the ball was pushed out to an minutes, unorganized Bantam
who led the led the bantams open Tufts midfielder, who fired play on the left flank enabled a
with seven tackles.
a hard-driven shot to the lower Tufts forward to fire a shot from
Also having strong defensive left corner past Trinity goal- outside of the 18 yard box. The
games were sophomore An- keeper Sarah Bradley '02.
picture perfect shot whipped
drew Wertz and junior Steve
The persisting effort of Ban- past Bradley and into the upper
Cella. Wertz had six tackles and tam forward Courtney Doyle right corner.
interception, while Cella made '04, enabled several scoring opThroughout the last minutes
his team leading fourth inter- portunities for the right side of the game, Trinity began to
ception.
flank midfielders. Doyle's dan- play down a level in skill, and
Trinity's football team seems gerous balls across the box gave proved unsuccessful in holding
to be on the verge of becoming juniors Kerry Hood and Tisha off Tufts' determined forwards.
an excellent football team. Driscoll various volley and
Giving up a corner kick on
Young players have continued heading attempts on Tufts' goal.
See Soccer on page 24
to step in and play well for
Coach Priore, while experienced players have led the way
throughout.
This week's victory put the
team in a five-way tie for first
place in the NESCAC. As players continue to learn Coach
Priore's system the team should
only improve. Though the Bantams have not yet put together
a complete game, they have
shown the potential to be a
dominant team.
As Coach Priore said, "We're
a good team right now, but we
have to get much better." Considering the team's youth and
the introduction of a new system Coach Priore was pleased
with the 3-1 start, but continued
to emphasize improvement.
Trinity's football team is still
developing and, thanks to the
hard work of both the players
and the coaching staff, the team
has put itself in a position to
challenge for the NESCAC
championship.
The team is currently preparing for their next game, this Saturday the twenty-first, in
Brunswick Maine, to face Bowdoin.
Another great Trinity corner kick.
Tf3<7?TT^r!S^!

ball effectively against the defense of the Bantams.

